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Abstract  
Stroke significantly impacts quality of life. However, the long-term cognitive 
evolution in stroke is poorly predictable at the individual level. There is an urgent 
need for a better prediction of long-term symptoms based on acute clinical 
neuroimaging data. Previous works have demonstrated a relationship between 
the location of white matter disconnections and clinical symptoms. However, 
rendering the entire space of possible lesion-deficit associations optimally 
surveyable will allow for a systematic association between brain disconnections 
and cognitive-behavioural measures at the individual level. Here we exploit 
nonlinear dimensionality reduction to report the characteristics of disconnection 
patterns of more than 1000 stroke lesions in a two-dimensional summary 
morphospace. Acute disconnectomes drawn from an independent distribution 
were projected into the morphospace to predict neuropsychological scores 1 year 
after stroke. Linking the latent disonnectome morphospace to 
neuropsychological outcomes yields a comprehensive atlas of disconnectome-
deficit relations across 86 neuropsychological scores. Out-of-sample prediction 
derived from this atlas achieved average accuracy over 80%. Our novel predictive 
framework is available as an interactive web application, the disconnectome 
symptoms discoverer (DSD), to provide the foundations for a new approach to 
modelling cognition in stroke.  
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Introduction 
 
The fidelity of lesion-deficit models depends not only on the quality of the data 
but also on the underlying theoretical framework. Together they produced 
evidence of a relationship between the location of brain lesions and clinical 
symptoms such as visuospatial neglect (Karnath et al. 2001; Dorrichi et al. 2005; 
Verdon et al. 2010), aphasias (Bates et al. 1999; Caplan et al. 1996; Graff-Radford et 
al. 2014), apraxias (Goldenberg and Spatt 2009; Manuel et al. 2012) or motor 
anosognosia (Berti et al. 2005; Karnath et al. 2005) amongst others. Recently, the 
associations between anatomical white matter networks and clinical 
presentations revealed that there is no one-to-one relationship between 
structures and clinical presentation, as different lesions can cause the same 
functional impairments (Forkel et al 2021; Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2020). One 
example would be that a stroke in the middle or posterior cerebral artery may lead 
to visuospatial neglect (Mort et al. 2003), just like different perisylvian white 
matter disconnections can lead to aphasia (Forkel et al. 2020). Hence, the current 
methodologies do not capture the potential overlap between brain signatures and 
clinical manifestations nor the distributed nature of their neural substrate, now 
familiar from network analyses of functional imaging data (Corbetta et al. 2015). 
Therefore, a comprehensive framework that would systematically associate brain 
disconnections with cognitive-behavioural assessments is needed for accurate 
precision medicine (Von Monakow 1914; Feeney & baron 1986; Carrera & Tononi 
2014; Fornito et al. 2015; Fox 2018).  
 
Modelling distributed relations is computationally expensive and requires large 
scale data. With advances in data modelling and the availability of databases, 
tackling the high complexity of clinical-anatomical relationships is now 
conceivable. Beneath the surface complexity there may lie a simpler order that 
can be described within a compacted representational space. As such, 
dimensionality reduction algorithms allow defining low-dimensional spaces that 
can embed multivariate data. In embedding spaces, also known as morphospaces 
(Galton 1907, Mitteroecker and Huttegger 2009), patients with similar features 
cluster together while diverging features are placed apart (Bonkhoff et al. 2021; 
Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2020). Morphospaces render lesion-deficit relations 
more easily surveyable. Hence, specific brain features can define territories in a 
morphospace and help predict symptoms and brain pathologies, similar to typical 
machine learning approaches (Varoquaux &  Thirion , 2014; Ruffle et al. 2021). AI 
has recently progressed in modelling the association of symptom severity with 
medical imaging modalities, e.g., reaching high accuracy and sensitivity in the 
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characterisation of tumour tissues (Ardilla et al. 2019). However, AI models need 
to be refined with a broader spectrum of clinically practical endpoints, including 
neuropsychological measures. The next challenge will be making AI patient-
centric for a more effective deployment into the clinical routine and to efficiently 
benefit patients’ quality of life (Oren 2020).  
 
To drive the realisation of this challenge forward, we propose a modelling 
approach that employs a morphospace to predict neuropsychological 
assessments of one of the most common neurological disorders: stroke (Wafa et 
al. 2020). We first mapped the distribution of 1333 brain disconnectivity patterns 
in stroke — the disconnectome morphospace. A second dataset (N=119 stroke 
patients “training set”) with rich neuropsychological measures 1-year after stroke 
was imported into this disconnectome morphospace. This second dataset 
enriched the morphospace with clinical symptoms obtained from 86 
neuropsychological assessments. An out-of-sample “validation set” (N=20 
strokes) with the same neuropsychological data served to assess prediction 
accuracy. This procedure, hereafter referred to as disconnectome symptoms 
discoverer (DSD), reliably predicted the performance of patients on 63 
neuropsychological scores with an average accuracy > 80%. To make the DSD tool 
readily available to the clinical-academic community and facilitate its 
incorporation into the clinic, we provide an open-access web application 
(http://disconnectomestudio.bcblab.com), in which individual disconnectivity 
patterns can be uploaded to predict the expected 1-year neuropsychological 
scores. The web application will be interactively updated, thanks to future 
crowdsourcing, informing the DSD model with any newly available datasets. 
 
Results  
 
The disconnectome morphospace  
The first dataset (N=1333 stroke lesions; Xu et al. 2018) was processed to obtain 
disconnectome maps. Disconnectome maps quantify the pattern of connections 
interrupted by each lesion based on the high-resolution tractography of a healthy 
population (Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2020-2015; Vu et al. 2015). Subsequently, 
the Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP, McInnes & Healy 
2018) method was used to embed disconnection complexity. A latent 2 dimensions 
configuration of the disconnectome maps was obtained. Figure 1 indicates that 
patients’ disconnectome profiles distribute based on lesion location and 
commonly disconnected tracts. For instance, patients with major left or right 
hemisphere disconnections were embedded in the right and left half of the 

http://disconnectomestudio.bcblab.com/
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morphospace, respectively. Similarly, patients with anterior or posterior 
disconnections were localised at the top and the bottom of the embedded space. 
Patients with a prominent disconnection of the inferior-fronto occipital 
fasciculus (IFOF) located at the bottom left and right extremities of the 
morphospace while corticospinal (CST) and arcuate (AF) disconnections were 
relatively more central. Hence the morphospace appropriately segregated the 
different profiles of disconnection of the classic tract (Rojkova et al. 2016; Catani 
& Thiebaut de Schotten 2012). 
 

 
Figure 1. Disconnectome morphospace. Embedding of N=1333 stroke disconnectomes. (Top) three 
patients’ disconnectomes, where a red-yellow colour map indicates the probability of 
disconnection. (Bottom) the disconnectome morphospace, where patients are marked with a 
circle (“o”) or with a cross (“x”) when their disconnection involves dominantly the right (R) or the 
left (L) hemisphere, respectively. Colours in the morphospace indicate the probability of 
disconnection of three white matter tracts: the cortico-spinal tract (CST), the arcuate fasciculus 
(AF), and the inferior-fronto occipital fasciculus (IFOF). Brain lobe annotations indicate the 
dominant location of each stroke lesion. 
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The composite morphospace 
The extent to which the disconnectome morphospace can predict different 
neuropsychological performances is currently unknown. To answer this question, 
we took advantage of the second independent dataset of stroke patients (N=119) 
that was extensively explored with standard neuropsychological assessments 
(N=86). For each patient of the second dataset, disconnectome maps were 
calculated and imported into the disconnectome morphospace using the UMAP 
defined transformation. To tackle uncertainty, patient coordinates in the 
morphospace were spatially smoothed (see methods). In so doing, each patient's 
coordinates in the disconnectome morphospace were converted into 
probabilities of localisation. A Pearson correlation approach was then used to 
estimate the association between each morphospace coordinate and a 
neuropsychological performance (see Supplementary Materials for more details). 
Figure 2 indicates that a medium to large effect size association (all |r| >0.2) existed 
between territories in the disconnectome morphospace and neuropsychological 
scores (Fig. 2). Importantly, for some scores, multiple clusters in the 
disconnectome morphospace, corresponding to different disconnection profiles, 
apparently led to the same neuropsychological impairment. This confirmed that 
no one-to-one relationship exists between lesion of structures and clinical 
disorders, and likewise, different locations of brain damage can lead to the same 
functional impairment. In order to avoid simple linear association between the 
morphospace coordinates magnitude and neuropsychological scores, patients’ 
probabilities of localisation in clusters of significance were modelled by a principal 
component analysis (later referred to as spatial PCA). For each patient, the first 
three-component of the spatial PCA were entered into a multiple regression 
analysis to predict single-patient neuropsychological scores 1 year after symptom 
onset. The multiple regressions created equations modelling the relationship 
between each patient's potential localisation in the disconnectome morphospace 
(i.e., as defined by the three first components of the spatial PCA) and their 
neuropsychological scores. In so doing, we obtained a composite morphospace 
that takes advantage of the joint strengths of the two datasets. The composite 
morphospace accurately and reliably predicted 83 out of 86 neuropsychological 
scores with a small to large effect size (see Supplementary Table 3). 
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Figure. 2 Composite morphospace. The composite morphospace corresponds to the 
disconnectome morphospace statistically combined with individual neuropsychological scores, 
(a-c) are three examples of different neuropsychological score associations with morphospace 
territories presented together with (d-f) their prototypical disconnection profile. Blue-Red 
background colours in the morphospace correspond to Pearson correlation scores (R) with 
neuropsychological scores. Medium effect size territories (|𝑅 > 0.2|) are delineated in black. All 
neuropsychological assessments and maps are reported in the Supplementary Materials (Section 
B). 𝑓2: effect size; laragrasp: left grasping Action Research Arm test test; boston_raw: Boston 
naming test; pos_acc_disengage: accuracy in the Posner orienting task; Op: Rolandic Operculum; 
PMc: Pre-Motor cortex; STg: superior temporal gyrus; EC: external capsule; MTg: middle temporal 
gyrus; Ins: insula; LS: arcuate long-segment; Str=Striatum; CC=corpus callosum; T=thalamus. 

 

Disconnectome morphospace component mapping  
In the next level, we brought the score prediction results back to the 
neuroimaging space to explore the neuroanatomical patterns leading to 
symptoms. The first dataset was split in half (2 X 666 disconnectomes maps) to 
assess reproducibility. Latent patterns of predicted neuropsychological 
performances were statistically associated with brain disconnections maps of the 
two halves of the first dataset using voxelwise linear regressions. In doing so we 
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obtained two sets of maps of brain disconnection for each neuropsychological 
score (see example in figure 2d-f and all maps together with their full discussion 
in Supplementary Material - Section C). We were able to produce a 
comprehensive atlas of the brain disconnections associated with 
neuropsychological test scores and the statistical comparison of the two sets of 
maps indicated a good level of reproducibility (Pearson R = 0.82). Figure 3 
summarises the highest statistical associations spanning from a medium (0.15 > f2 
>0.35; Figure 3a) to high effect size (f2 >0.35; Figure 3b). The highest effect sizes 
were located in the left hemisphere, particularly in the frontal lobe connections, 
indicating the strongest associations between these disconnections and 
neuropsychological scores. Some areas can also be associated with multiple 
different neuropsychological scores. To summarise this information, we 
calculated a versability map that indicates how many neuropsychological scores 
can be predicted with a large effect size per volume unit of white matter (Figure 
3c). The versatility maps revealed a clear asymmetry between the left and the right 
hemispheres. This lower effect size and higher versatility in the right hemisphere 
suggests that more work is required to finely measure and dissociate right 
hemisphere functions in neuropsychology.  
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Figure 3. White matter neuropsychological atlas. (a) Summary maps of neuropsychological scores 
associated with white matter disconnections with the highest statistical level (see Supplementary 
Materials Section C for high-resolution images). (b) Effect size maps (𝑓2) for the most significant 
associations between disconnectome and neuropsychological performances. (c) Disconnectome 
versability maps indicating how many neuropsychological scores can be predicted for each voxel 
of white matter.  
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Accuracy in predicting neuropsychological score at 1-year after stroke  
To assess the accuracy of the predictions, data derived from a third independent 
dataset (20 stroke patients withheld from the original dataset) were projected into 
the morphospace. From there, equations derived from the composite 
morphospace predicted individual neuropsychological scores. Prediction 
accuracy was assessed as the difference between the observed and predicted 
scores, normalized by the maximum score (Figure 4). The profile of 
neuropsychological scores for single patients was predicted with an average 
accuracy of 84.3 ± 5.6 % while each test was predicted individually with an average 
accuracy of 83.9 ± 7 %. Accuracy of continuous values was assessed in relation to 
the normalized prediction 
error. The prediction of 
two-thirds (N=65) of the 
tests was replicated in this 
third independent dataset 
with an accuracy >80% 
(Supplementary Table 4).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Accuracy of the 
neuropsychological scores. 
(left) Predicted 
neuropsychological scores, 
according to the composite 
disconnectome morphospace 
modelling. (center) Measured 
neuropsychological scores 1-
year after the stroke onset. 
(right) Normalised error as the 
difference between predicted 
and measured scores. Rows 
correspond to single patients’ 
neuropsychological profiles. 
Columns correspond to 
different neuropsychological 
scores. See the Supplementary 
Materials Figure 4 for the same 
figure derived from the training 
set. 
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Disconnection Symptoms Discovery web application  
To make this resource and method available for the clinical-research community, 
we deployed an interactive web application platform called Disconnectome 
Symptoms Discovery - DSD (http://disconnectomestudio.bcblab.com). The DSD 
requires the input of brain lesions converted to disconnection maps and returns 
the expected 1-year neuropsychological scores for individual disconnectome 
maps (see the DSD user guide in the Supplementary Material Section E). The DSD 
tool prediction model relies on the databases presented in this study that can be 
updated on-demand with new neuropsychological assessments and patients’ 
disconnectomes. 
 
Discussion 

 
Applying state-of-the-art data embedding methods we succeeded in 

combining complementary databases of stroke patients and produced an atlas of 
neuropsychological scores associated with brain disconnections. This atlas 
applied to an out-of-sample dataset accurately predicted 65 neuropsychological 
scores with an accuracy of over 80%. An openly available web application, the 
disconnectome symptoms discoverer (DSD) capitalises on our methods and 
provides new anatomical insights into cognitive symptoms for researchers and 
clinicians. 
 
Similar patterns of stroke-induced white matter disconnections were distributed 
close by in the embedding space comparably to other research fields using UMAP 
methods (McInnes & Healy 2018), e.g., single-cell genetic transcriptomes (Cao et 
al. 2019, Packer et al. 2019). Therefore, the disconnectome morphospace acted as 
a reference to quickly import and summarize new stroke disconnections. Such 
embedded information allowed us to associate single-patient neuropsychological 
profiles at 1-year after a stroke with territories in the morphospace and profile of 
disconnection. By exploring white matter correlates systematically, we created a 
comprehensive atlas of the neuropsychological scores associated with brain 
disconnections. Classical functional associations were confirmed, e.g., in the 
lateralisation of motor functions, the left perisylvian language network, the 
fronto-parietal attentional networks, or the right insula for sickness sensations. 
In addition, new insights on functioning and disconnection were reported, e.g., 
the callosum connectivity related to visual neglect, the cerebellum hub for 
visuospatial memory, and the lingual gyrus for verbal memory (for individual 
results and discussion see Supplementary Material - Section C). 

http://disconnectomestudio.bcblab.com/
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The atlas allowed for the evaluation of acute MRI scans to predict long-term 
stroke symptom severity. These results indicate the suitability of the 
disconnectome model in predicting a wide range of functional performances and 
addressing a complete personalised, individual patient profile. This information 
will be a valuable resource in clinical settings, for example for the planning of 
personalized therapeutic and rehabilitation strategies. This is a step forward in 
comparison to many stroke AI methods that have a purely diagnostic purpose 
(Sirat et at. 2020). Instead, the DSD model has a prognosis vocation based on 
cross-modal data (neuroimaging input - neuropsychological outcome prediction). 
 
However, predictions were not equally accurate across functions (see 
Supplementary Table 4). Three factors might explain this difference. First, some 
neuropsychological scores are more reliable than others in assessing 
performances (Calamia et al. 2013). Second, plasticity and interindividual 
variability might interact with recovery (Forkel et al. 2014, Umarova et al. 2016, 
Forkel et al 2020). Third, the disconnectome model may not capture all the 
variance of brain injuries. Indeed, hypoperfusion (Hillis et al. 2001) and 
hypometabolism (Jha et al. 2020) factors as well as acute imaging changes such as 
pseudonormalization (Forkel et al., 2018) are not included.  
 
Besides these limitations, the disconnectome symptoms discoverer (DSD) web 
application is a free and user-friendly web browser tool that only requires an 
internet connection. Instant software access and automatic updates make the 
word-wide-web the ideal media for clinical translations. The application of the 
DSD results can help personalized prognosis. Further, while our predictions were 
validated in an out-of-sample dataset, the DSD web application allows for a wider 
validation with crowdsourcing usage, through new dataset implementation. 
Hence, the DSD aims to benefit the researchers' understanding of brain 
functioning and the patient’s treatments alike.  
 
Methods  
Bash and Python programming languages have been used for automatizing all the 
processing steps summarized in Supplementary Materials figure 1.  
 
Stroke lesions. Lesion data were derived from three different centres. Dataset 1: 
(N=1333 strokes) MRI scans were acquired at University College London Hospitals 
(Xu et al. 2018). Patient demographics were an average age of 64±16 years [age 
range: 18-97 years] and 56% were men. Dataset 2 and dataset 3 were recruited at 
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the School of Medicine of the Washington University in St. Louis and included 
both MRI and neuropsychological assessments (Corbetta et al. 2015). For dataset 
2 (N=119 strokes), the patient average age was 54±11 years [age range: 19-83 years] 
and 46% women. The average education level was 13±2.5 years, and 91% were 
right-handed participants. For dataset 3 (N=20 strokes), the average age was 
58±12 years [age range: 34-95 years], with 40% men; average education level was 
14±2.6 years, and 85% were right-handed. Patient demographics and imaging 
acquisition parameters are reported in the Supplementary Materials Section A 
and lesion distributions across the three databases in the Supplementary Material 
Figure 2. 
 
Neuropsychological scores. Neuropsychological scores were available for 
datasets 2 and 3. The details of each neuropsychological evaluation (grading, test 
battery, administration) are reported in the Supplementary Materials Section C. 
In brief, motor abilities (Section C.1) were assessed for upper limb hand grasping, 
gripping, pinching, grip strength, peg replacement, motion shoulder flexion, wrist 
extension, and lower limb walking. Language abilities (Section C.2) were assessed 
using picture naming, non-word repetition, commands, sentence reading, 
sentence comprehension, and semantic fluency. Visuospatial abilities (Section 
C.3) were tested for using discrimination accuracy, reaction time, subbing, 
behavioural inattention, and unstructured symbol cancellation. Visuospatial 
memory (Section C.4) was evaluated using abstract figures retrieval scores and 
verbal memory (Section C.5) for listed word recognition scores. A pain scale 
during the MRI scanning was recorded (Section C.6) and a stroke sickness 
questionnaire administrating, investigating physical and psychosocial daily 
sickness (Section C.7).  
 
Disconnectome. The probability of white matter disconnections caused by the 
stroke event was quantified accounting for controls’ connectivity where the lesion 
occurred. Stroke lesions were manually delineated in T1-weighted MRI scans and 
subsequently normalized to the MNI space (2 mm resolution). The BCBtoolkit 
“normalization tool” was used with the enantiomorphic normalization option 
(http://toolkit.bcblab.com; Nachev et al. 2008). From the Human Connectome 
Project (HCP), 7T MRI diffusion-weighted scans were processed for N=163 healthy 
participants, 45% males (imaging parameter specifications are reported in 
Supplementary Materials Section A). For the healthy participants, whole-brain 
tractography was reconstructed using the same procedure reported in Thiebaut 
de Schotten M et al. (2020). Then, disconnectome profiles were processed with 
the BCBtoolkit (Foulon et al., 2018). HCP tractography was filtered considering 

http://toolkit.bcblab.com/
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only streamlines passing through each stroke lesion. The filter tractography was 
binarized and averaged across the HCP participants. As a result, for each stroke 
patient a map of probability, ranging from 0 to 1, was obtained to quantify lesion 
disconnections.  

 
Spatial embedding. Dimensionality reduction of patients’ disconnectome was 
obtained using the UMAP method (McInnes & Healy 2018). A non-linear 
embedding method that distributes data variability along major axes. Dataset 1 3-
dimensional disconnectome maps were vectorised and imported as features of 
the embedding methods. As UMAP parameters, an approximation of 15 neighbours 
and a minimum 0.1 Euclidean distance was set to obtain a two-dimensional 
embedding of dataset 1. A space locally connected as Riemannian manifold that 
we addressed in the paper as disconnectome morphospace. The UMAP 
embedding transformation was stored as a Python object, using the Pickle library, 
to apply the same low-dimensional transformation further when new patients are 
imported into the model. Subsequently, to have positive coordinates with a zero 
origin, the maximum negative dataset 1 umap values were added to shift the 
coordinate scale.  
 
Relationship to neuropsychological scores. Statistical correlations between 
patient localisation in the disconnectome morphospace and neuropsychological 
scores were conducted. Before the multiple regression formula, UMAP 
coordinates were converted into a 2D nifti image (260x260 matrix, 0.05 mm pixel 
size), and a Gaussian kernel spatial smoothing of 1 mm was applied (using FSL 
libraries https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). This step was conducted to take 
into account the uncertainty of UMAP coordinates and obtaining a spatial 
distribution of patient localisation in the disconnectome morphospace. Pixel-wise 
Pearson correlations between the patient probability of localisation and 
neuropsychological scores were conducted with iterative loops in Python (python 
numpy.corrcoef). Medium effect size correlation results only were considered 
informative (𝑅 > |0.2|). Subsequently, since multiple clusters of voxels survived 
the threshold, a principal component analysis has been run to compress the 
patient coordinate distribution variability (later referred to as spatial PCA). Three 
main principal components have been considered (Python 
sklearn.decomposition.PCA). Subsequently, patients’ principal components have 
been entered, as dependent variables, in the multiple regression model (Python 
sklearn.linear_model.LinearRegression) to predict neuropsychological scores: 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑐 + ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒    

3

𝑖=1

 (1.1) 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
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Where 𝑐 is the intercept of the linear regression model, 𝑤𝑖 are the model weights, 
and 𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒the model variables obtained as the inner product between the 
patient distribution of localisation and PCA components.  
The multiple regression formula was trained with dataset 2 disconnectomes and 
validated using the independent dataset 3 cohort.  
Accuracy of prediction was assessed by normalising the prediction error 
(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 −  𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑) to the maximum score obtained in the 
neuropsychological evaluation: 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  1−
|𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 −  𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 |

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑)     (1.2) 

 
White matter atlas of neuropsychological components. In order to create a white 
matter atlas of the evaluated neuropsychological assessments, white matter 
disconnectomes (dataset 1) were correlated with patients’ PCA scores (dataset 2). 
The former disconnectome data were used in defining the UMAP space, whereas 
the latter PCA scores as variables of the multiple regression model to predict long 
term neuropsychological symptoms. Using randomise (FSL libraries) a generalized 
voxel-based linear regression model was run, with disconnectome maps as 
independent variables and PCA scores as dependent variables. To address the 
result of replicability this procedure was repeated twice, splitting the dataset 1 
into two halves of n=666 subjects each.  
The randomise T-maps obtained were used to calculate the correspondent effect 
size maps (f2, python code reported in 
http://www.bcblab.com/BCB/Coding/Coding.html). For each 
neuropsychological score three principal component scores were evaluated and 
the maximum effect size across the components was considered. Subsequently, 
the highest effect size across neuropsychological assessments was reported in the 
white matter atlas summary map (FSL libraries find_the_biggest function). The 
replicability of the neuropsychology white matter atlas was quantified by means 
of Pearson correlations between the two summary maps. 
 
DSD web application development. The DSD web application was built using the 
Django framework (https://www.djangoproject.com). This web framework allows 
database manipulation and is Python-based. The DSD frontend was created with 
standard Javascript and css templates; whereas the backend is hosted in a 
DigitalOcean webserver (https://www.digitalocean.com).  
 
 
 

https://www.djangoproject.com/
https://www.digitalocean.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw-NaJBhDsARIsAAja6dOdp8Z1nbM5dEgfWFce7nf1yCEVMywCVijH0UwLoGCqHUxRrcNd-toaAlTKEALw_wcB
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Visualization.  
A visualisation of the results was performed using Trackvis (http://trackvis.org), 
FSLeyes for imaging data, and Python matplotlib and seaborn libraries for scatter 
plots and matrices. 
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A. Imaging acquisition parameters 
 

Dataset 1. MRI was acquired at the University College London Hospitals in London, on GE 
Signa, Philips Achieva and Ingenia, Siemens Avanto, Skyra and Verio with either 1.5 T or 3 
T. The MRI protocol was harmonized and standardized between the different scanners 
used in the clinical routine, including DWI with null b-value and b-value=1000 s/mm2 
and T2-weighted images. The MRI sequence choice was given to better segment acute 
stroke lesions. For further details see (Xu et al. 2018).  
 
Dataset 2 and 3. MRI was acquired at the School of Medicine of the Washington University 
in St. Louis, on a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio scanner. The MRI acquisition protocol included: 1) 
structural imaging MP-RAGE T1-weighted, sagittal acquisition with repetition time = 1950 
ms, echo time = 2.26 ms, flip angle = 9 deg, voxel size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm, slice thickness 
= 1.00 mm. 2) a transverse turbo spin-echo T2-weighted image with repetition time = 
2500 ms, echo time = 435 ms, voxel-size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm, slice thickness = 1.00 mm. 3) 
a sagittal FLAIR (fluid attenuated inversion recovery) with repetition time = 7500 ms, echo 
time = 326 ms, voxel-size = 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm, slice thickness = 1.50 mm. Lesion 
segmentation was conducted considering these three sequence metacontrast data in 
acute stroke. For further details see Corbetta et al. (2015).  
 
 
 

 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 

N. of stroke 
patients  

1333 119 20 

Males/Females 748/585 65/54 12/8 

Age  64±16 [18-97] 54±11 [19-83] 58±12 [34-95] 

Education N.A. 13.2±2.5 [5-20] 13.7±2.6 [9-19] 

Handedness 
Right/Left 

N.A. 109/10 17/3 

Recruitment site University College 
London Hospitals, 
London (UK). 

School of Medicine 
of the Washington 
University, St. Louis 
(USA). 

School of Medicine 
of the Washington 
University, St. Louis 
(USA). 

 
Supplementary Table 1. Patient demographics. N.A.= Not Available. 
 

B.  
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B. Neuropsychological scores prediction mode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 1: graphical summary of neuroimaging and statistical model workflow.
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Supplementary figure 2: Lesion group variability maps for dataset 1 (panel A), dataset 2 
(panel B), and dataset 3 (panel C). Colormaps show the number of lesions overlapping. 
Inferior-superior z-coordinates are reported according to the MNI atlas reference. 

 

 

Supplementary figure 3: disconnectome morphospace patient projections for dataset 1 
(panel A), dataset 2 (panel B), and dataset 3 (panel C). 
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Domain Acronym Neuropsychological score (test battery) 

Motor laragrasp Left hand grasp (ARAT) 

 laragrip Left hand grip (ARAT) 

 larapinch Left hand pinch (ARAT) 

 lgrip Left hand grip strength  

 lpegs Left hand peg replacement   

 lshflex Left shoulder flexion (AROM)  

 lwrext Left wrist extension (AROM)  

 raragrasp Right hand grasp (ARAT) 

 raragrip Right hand grip (ARAT) 

 rarapinch Right hand pinch (ARAT) 

 rgrip Right hand grip strength 

 rpegs Right hand peg replacement  

 rshflex Right shoulder flexion (AROM) 

 rwrext Right wrist extension (AROM) 

 walk_total Walking combined score 

Language reading_raw Sentence reading (BDAE) 

 animal_raw Animal name fluency (SVFT) 

 boston_raw Picture naming (BDAE) 

 commands_raw Performing listen commands (BDAE) 

 nonword Nonword repetition (BDAE) 

 reading_comp_raw Comprehension of read sentence (BDAE) 

 word_raw Comprehension of listen word (BDAE) 

Visuospatial attention 
bit_coc 

Center of cancellation (BIT) 

 bit_ltot_miss Left misses (BIT) 

 bit_rtot_miss Right misses (BIT) 

 bit_tot_miss Total misses (BIT) 

 mes_coc Center of cancellation (Mes-USCT) 

 mes_l_miss Left misses (Mes-USCT) 

 mes_r_miss Right misses (Mes-USCT) 

 mes_tot_miss Total misses (Mes-USCT) 

 pos_acc_avg Accuracy average (Posner) 

 pos_acc_disengage Accuracy disengagement  (Posner) 

 pos_acc_li Accuracy left invalid (Posner) 

 pos_acc_lv Accuracy left valid (Posner) 

 pos_acc_ri Accuracy right invalid (Posner) 

 pos_acc_rv Accuracy right valid (Posner) 
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 pos_acc_validity Accuracy validity (Posner) 

 pos_acc_vf Accuracy visual effect (Posner) 

 pos_rt_avg Reaction time average (Posner) 

 pos_rt_disengage Reaction time disengagement  (Posner) 

 pos_rt_li Reaction time left invalid (Posner) 

 pos_rt_lv Reaction time left valid (Posner) 

 pos_rt_ri Reaction time right invalid (Posner) 

 pos_rt_rv Reaction time right valid (Posner) 

 pos_rt_validity Reaction time validity (Posner) 

 pos_rt_vf Reaction time visual effect (Posner) 

 pos_sub_avg Subbing average (Posner) 

 pos_sub_disengage Subbing disengagement (Posner) 

 pos_sub_li Subbing left invalid (Posner) 

 pos_sub_lv Subbing left valid (Posner) 

 pos_sub_ri Subbing right invalid (Posner) 

 pos_sub_rv Subbing right valid (Posner) 

 pos_sub_validity Subbing validity (Posner) 

 pos_sub_vf Subbing visual effect (Posner) 

Visuospatial memory bvmt_bias Figure bias (BVMT) 

 bvmt_delay Figure delayed recall (BVMT) 

 bvmt_delayt Figure delayed recall t-score (BVMT) 

 bvmt_discrim Figure recognition discrimination (BVMT) 

 bvmt_fa Figure false alarm (BVMT) 

 bvmt_hit Figure recognition hit (BVMT) 

 bvmt_im Figure immediate recall (BVMT) 

 bvmt_imt Figure immediate recall t-score (BVMT) 

 bvmt_learn Figure learning (BVMT) 

 bvmt_perc Figure percent retained (BVMT) 

Verbal memory hvlt_delay Word recall (HVLT) 

 hvlt_delayt Word recall t-score (HVLT) 

 hvlt_discrim Word recognition (HVLT) 

 hvlt_discrimt Word recognition t-score (HVLT) 

 hvlt_fa1 Word recognition related false alarms (HVLT) 

 hvlt_fa2 Word recognition unrelated false alarms (HVLT) 

 hvlt_fa3 Word recognition false positive (HVLT) 

 hvlt_hit Word recognition hits (HVLT) 

 hvlt_imt Word immediate recall t-score (HVLT) 
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 hvlt_learn Word learning (HVLT) 

 hvlt_perc Word recall retained (HVLT) 

Pain pain Pain 

Sickness sip_alert Alertness behaviour (SA-SIP) 

 sip_amb Ambulation (SA-SIP) 

 sip_body Body care and movement (SA-SIP) 

 sip_com Communication (SA-SIP) 

 sip_emo Emotional behavior (SA-SIP) 

 sip_house Household (SA-SIP) 

 sip_mob Mobility (SA-SIP) 

 sip_physical Psychosocial (SA-SIP) 

 sip_psychosoc Physical function (SA-SIP) 

 sip_social Social (SA-SIP) 

 
Supplementary Table 2. Neuropsychological score abbreviations. Among the adopted 
examination tests: ARAT=Action Reaction Arm total test, AROM= Active Range Of Motion, 
BDAE=Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination, SVFT= Standard Verbal Fluency Test, BIT= 
Behavioural Inattention Test, Mes-USCT=Mesulam Unstructured Symbol Cancellation 
Test, BVMT=Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-revised, HVLT= the Hopkins Verbal Learning 
Test-revised, SA-SIP=Stroke-Adapted Sickness Impact Profile. 
 
 

Neuropsychological scores PCA variance explain (%) Multiple regression model 

Domain Acronym PCA 1 PCA 2 PCA 3 ES p-value FDR 

Motor 
 

laragrasp 47 25 14 0.78 2.01E-09 5.75E-08 

laragrip 51 22 12 0.39 1.50E-05 1.43E-04 

larapinch 46 25 13 0.89 3.03E-10 1.30E-08 

lgrip 32 19 16 0.33 1.84E-04 1.05E-03 

lpegs 39 26 9 0.70 5.10E-08 1.10E-06 

lshflex 35 27 10 0.54 2.00E-06 3.44E-05 

lwrext 47 29 8 0.24 2.05E-03 5.04E-03 

raragrasp 47 29 12 0.37 2.70E-05 2.32E-04 

raragrip 46 30 12 0.44 5.00E-06 7.17E-05 

rarapinch 42 29 13 0.40 1.40E-05 1.43E-04 

rgrip 36 28 13 0.16 1.68E-02 2.12E-02 

rpegs 37 17 13 0.26 1.25E-03 3.83E-03 

rshflex 49 27 11 0.38 5.00E-05 3.73E-04 

rwrext 52 27 11 0.17 1.09E-02 1.56E-02 

walk_total 69 21 6 0.13 2.18E-03 5.04E-03 

Language reading_raw 65 21 9 0.21 3.04E-03 6.23E-03 
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 animal_raw 50 21 12 0.20 3.20E-03 6.41E-03 

boston_raw 69 12 10 0.13 2.64E-02 3.11E-02 

commands_raw 56 32 7 0.37 7.20E-05 4.73E-04 

nonword 67 13 7 0.28 4.01E-04 1.82E-03 

reading_comp_
raw 61 27 8 0.12 4.31E-02 4.79E-02 

word_raw 48 28 9 0.19 4.58E-03 8.10E-03 

Visuospatial 
attention 

 

bit_coc 85 9 3 0.19 7.81E-03 1.27E-02 

bit_ltot_miss 73 17 6 0.30 4.46E-04 1.92E-03 

bit_rtot_miss 75 16 3 0.31 3.45E-04 1.71E-03 

bit_tot_miss* 85 8 4 0.35 2.24E-01* 2.27E-01* 

mes_coc 64 15 9 0.24 1.05E-03 3.48E-03 

mes_l_miss 69 14 10 0.22 2.27E-03 5.04E-03 

mes_r_miss 56 29 9 0.15 1.39E-02 1.86E-02 

mes_tot_miss 45 32 16 0.22 2.28E-03 5.04E-03 

pos_acc_avg 45 34 12 0.24 1.67E-03 4.62E-03 

pos_acc_diseng
age 48 24 12 0.28 4.92E-04 2.01E-03 

pos_acc_li* 57 21 14 0.11 6.30E-02* 6.77E-02* 

pos_acc_lv 53 20 15 0.44 1.00E-05 1.23E-04 

pos_acc_ri 57 25 9 0.24 1.56E-03 4.47E-03 

pos_acc_rv 58 21 8 0.32 3.57E-04 1.71E-03 

pos_acc_validit
y 46 18 9 0.15 1.85E-02 2.28E-02 

pos_acc_vf 54 19 14 0.16 1.32E-02 1.81E-02 

pos_rt_avg 59 16 13 0.15 1.81E-02 2.26E-02 

pos_rt_disenga
ge 48 25 8 0.23 1.75E-03 4.70E-03 

pos_rt_li 60 17 9 0.15 1.64E-02 2.10E-02 

pos_rt_lv 56 22 12 0.18 8.48E-03 1.31E-02 

pos_rt_ri 39 26 14 0.17 1.07E-02 1.56E-02 

pos_rt_rv 59 17 9 0.29 3.57E-04 1.71E-03 

 
 

pos_rt_validity 48 18 16 0.22 2.41E-03 5.05E-03 

pos_rt_vf 43 24 10 0.25 1.04E-03 3.48E-03 

pos_sub_avg 70 14 6 0.21 6.03E-03 9.98E-03 

pos_sub_disen
gage 53 25 7 0.23 3.98E-03 7.45E-03 

pos_sub_li* 50 32 10 0.11 7.62E-02* 7.89E-02* 

pos_sub_lv 61 15 13 0.21 5.50E-03 9.46E-03 

pos_sub_ri 74 13 8 0.18 1.30E-02 1.81E-02 
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pos_sub_rv 62 12 10 0.17 1.49E-02 1.94E-02 

pos_sub_validit
y 54 27 6 0.22 4.62E-03 8.10E-03 

pos_sub_vf 39 33 7 0.25 2.05E-03 5.04E-03 

Visuospatial 
memory 

 

bvmt_bias 32 18 14 0.33 7.70E-05 4.73E-04 

bvmt_delay 54 20 14 0.12 3.68E-02 4.22E-02 

bvmt_delayt 46 21 12 0.25 6.87E-04 2.57E-03 

bvmt_discrim 53 26 11 0.13 2.69E-02 3.13E-02 

bvmt_fa 49 24 18 0.13 2.39E-02 2.90E-02 

bvmt_hit 53 32 5 0.24 9.60E-04 3.44E-03 

bvmt_im 58 16 12 0.16 1.00E-02 1.48E-02 

bvmt_imt 53 23 10 0.18 5.94E-03 9.98E-03 

bvmt_learn* 91 5 4 0.09* 9.59E-02* 9.81E-02* 

bvmt_perc 49 26 8 0.26 5.65E-04 2.21E-03 

Verbal memory 
 

hvlt_delay 86 10 2 0.13 2.60E-02 3.10E-02 

hvlt_delayt 67 20 7 0.11 4.34E-02 4.79E-02 

hvlt_discrim 54 18 13 0.19 4.32E-03 7.90E-03 

hvlt_discrimt 41 24 14 0.20 3.51E-03 6.71E-03 

hvlt_fa1 44 30 10 0.15 1.42E-02 1.87E-02 

hvlt_fa2 73 16 10 2.07 5.61E-18 4.82E-16 

hvlt_fa3 43 27 13 0.20 3.49E-03 6.71E-03 

hvlt_hit* 73 10 7 0.10* 7.24E-02* 7.60E-02* 

hvlt_imt* 82 17 1 0.05* 3.06E-01* 3.06E-01* 

hvlt_learn 80 10 4 0.11 4.46E-02 4.86E-02 

hvlt_perc 43 34 17 0.21 2.35E-03 5.05E-03 

Pain pain 43 24 17 0.42 5.20E-05 3.73E-04 

Sickness 
 

sip_alert* 50 26 9 0.11 6.92E-02* 7.35E-02* 

sip_amb 51 25 8 0.18 8.24E-03 1.31E-02 

sip_body 53 24 10 0.24 1.93E-03 5.03E-03 

sip_com 57 13 12 0.18 8.54E-03 1.31E-02 

sip_emo 44 23 12 0.26 1.13E-03 3.61E-03 

sip_house 47 35 9 0.13 4.18E-02 4.73E-02 

sip_mob 60 17 7 0.23 2.29E-03 5.04E-03 

sip_physical 53 17 12 0.17 1.19E-02 1.68E-02 

sip_psychosoc 44 27 9 0.25 1.49E-03 4.42E-03 

sip_social 40 27 13 0.18 9.48E-03 1.43E-02 

 
Supplementary Table 3: Neuropsychological scores are grouped according to functional 
domains, and the relative acronyms are reported. The percentage of variance explained 
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in each principal component is reported, evaluating the association between 
neuropsychological score measured and probability of localisation in the disconnectome 
morphospace. The reported effect size (ES) describes the correlation strength obtained 
in the multiple regression model with PCAs as independent variables and 
neuropsychological scores as dependent variables (large ES above 0.5, medium above 0.3 
and small above 0.1). The corresponding multiple regression model p-values uncorrected 
and corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) are reported. Asterixis indicate scores with 
small effect size and/or p-value<0.05.  
 
 

Neuropsychological scores Training Validation 

Domain Acronym 
N 

patients Accuracy (%) N patients Accuracy (%) 

Motor 

laragrasp 79 90.0 20 95.6 

laragrip 79 90.1 20 93.6 

larapinch 78 88.2 20 91.3 

lgrip 73 81.4 14 78.2 

lpegs 73 85.8 14 82.8 

lshflex 71 86.2 13 89.2 

lwrext 73 83.0 14 89.1 

raragrasp 79 90.5 20 90.4 

raragrip 79 90.8 20 90.3 

rarapinch 79 87.8 20 89.6 

rgrip 73 82.6 14 75.9 

rpegs 73 84.0 14 83.6 

rshflex 73 89.5 13 83.6 

rwrext 73 86.0 14 86.2 

walk_total 79 84.5 20 82.2 

Language 

reading_raw 77 92.5 20 89.5 

animal_raw 79 88.4 20 83.0 

boston_raw 79 89.8 20 91.2 

commands_raw 73 96.7 14 92.2 

nonword 77 84.9 20 81.0 

reading_comp_raw 77 89.8 20 85.7 

word_raw 79 97.6 20 94.8 

Visuospatial 
attention 

bit_coc 72 89.6 13 86.2 

bit_ltot_miss 72 88.1 13 86.3 

bit_rtot_miss 72 87.7 13 91.1 

bit_tot_miss 72 86.0 13 88.1 

mes_coc 78 90.6 20 86.0 

mes_l_miss 78 91.6 20 88.5 
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mes_r_miss 78 91.5 20 89.5 

mes_tot_miss 78 92.6 20 90.4 

pos_acc_avg 75 97.3 19 91.0 

pos_acc_disengage 75 88.8 19 86.7 

pos_acc_li 75 95.9 19 84.9 

pos_acc_lv 75 97.4 19 86.1 

pos_acc_ri 75 95.8 19 95.4 

pos_acc_rv 75 97.4 19 94.9 

pos_acc_validity 75 83.4 19 84.9 

pos_acc_vf 75 97.4 19 83.5 

pos_rt_avg 75 92.6 19 85.5 

pos_rt_disengage 75 87.6 19 80.2 

pos_rt_li 75 94.8 19 86.9 

pos_rt_lv 75 95.1 19 87.0 

pos_rt_ri 75 92.7 19 88.8 

pos_rt_rv 75 90.6 19 85.7 

 

pos_rt_validity 75 86.2 19 77.7 

pos_rt_vf 75 96.2 19 87.5 

pos_sub_avg 69 92.4 13 83.6 

pos_sub_disengage 69 81.8 13 78.7 

pos_sub_li 69 93.0 13 85.7 

pos_sub_lv 69 94.3 13 83.9 

pos_sub_ri 69 91.1 13 85.6 

pos_sub_rv 69 92.6 13 86.0 

pos_sub_validity 69 80.6 13 78.0 

pos_sub_vf 69 96.2 13 83.1 

Visuospatial 
memory 

bvmt_bias 79 90.1 20 87.7 

bvmt_delay 79 76.8 20 79.2 

bvmt_delayt 79 78.1 19 78.2 

bvmt_discrim 79 86.7 20 83.5 

bvmt_fa 79 89.0 20 89.6 

bvmt_hit 79 94.1 20 90.3 

bvmt_im 79 78.6 20 83.9 

bvmt_imt 79 79.3 19 82.0 

bvmt_learn 79 78.5 20 70.4 

bvmt_perc 79 93.0 20 94.8 

Verbal memory 

hvlt_delay 78 78.2 17 75.0 

hvlt_delayt 79 75.5 17 76.1 
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hvlt_discrim 78 87.4 17 80.9 

hvlt_discrimt 79 80.1 17 73.0 

hvlt_fa1 78 82.1 17 81.2 

hvlt_fa2 78 95.5 17 84.2 

hvlt_fa3 78 82.4 17 81.1 

hvlt_hit 78 92.4 17 88.6 

hvlt_imt 79 84.0 17 81.9 

hvlt_learn 78 77.1 17 75.6 

hvlt_perc 78 85.8 17 85.6 

Pain pain 68 86.1 17 87.3 

Sickness 

sip_alert 73 69.4 13 60.8 

sip_amb 73 72.0 13 61.1 

sip_body 73 75.8 13 80.3 

sip_com 73 72.0 13 73.3 

sip_emo 73 78.3 13 79.7 

sip_house 73 72.1 13 66.7 

sip_mob 73 75.6 13 73.3 

sip_physical 73 80.2 13 79.0 

sip_psychosoc 73 79.9 13 74.2 

sip_social 73 77.9 13 76.5 

 
Supplementary Table 4: The accuracy of prediction of each neuropsychological score is 
reported, using the multiple regression model defined in the disconnectome 
morphospace. Neuropsychological scores are grouped according to functional domains. 
Next to the accuracy of prediction, the number of patients included to inform the 
regression model (training phase, dataset 2), and to test it (validation phase, dataset 3). 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Validation of the neuropsychological score prediction. Rows 
indicate different subjects (derived from validation phase, dataset 3) and columns 
correspond to neuropsychological tests, grouped according to  domains Upper panel (a) 
corresponds to the predicted neuropsychological scores by the disconnectome 
morphospace prediction model. Lower panel (b) indicates measured scores during 
patients’ neuropsychological evaluation at 1-year after the stroke onset.  
 

C. Neuropsychological disconnectome map

 
C.1 Motor functions 
The tests assessing the patients’ upper limbs motor functions investigate the general 
movement abilities of the hand via the Action Research Arm test (Addis et al. ; Lyle 1981), 
the grip strength (Demeurisse et al. 1980), the dexterity via the 9-Hole Peg test (Oxford 
Grice et al. 2003), the shoulder flexion and wrist extension (Dreeben-Irimia 2008). The 
motor abilities of the lower limbs have been examined via the combined walking index. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Examples of the Action Research Arm subtests. a) First item of 
the grasp subtest. b) First item of the grip subtest. c) First item of the pitch subtest. 
 
Action Research Arm - ARA test  
 
The ARA test (Lyle 1981) assesses the ability to perform purposeful movements with the 
upper limb extremities. Specifically, it tests the ability to grasp, grip and pinch objects of 
different weights and shapes, and perform gross movements with the limb.  
The ARA has four subtests of 19 items in total. Each item is rated on a four-point scale (0-
3); higher scores indicate better performance. As the test aims to speed up the 
examination time, the score of ‘three’ on the first item of each subtest credits the patients 
with a score of ‘three’ in all the remaining items without completing the subtest. If the 
patients score less than ‘three’ in the first item, item two (the easiest item) is assessed. 
The score of ‘zero’ in item two credits the patients with the ‘zero’ score in the other items 
of the subtest, as it is unlikely for the patients to accomplish the remaining tasks. If the 
patients score less than ‘three’ on item one and more than ‘zero’ on item two, all the 
remaining items are administered (Lyle 1981). In clinical practice, the ARA is assessed on 
the impaired and unimpaired limbs, separately (Lyle 1981). For this study, only the scores 
of the impaired limb have been taken into account. Furthermore, only the grasp, grip, and 
pitch subtests have been considered in this study. 
Grasp subtest. The grasp subtest is divided into six items. The patients are required to 
grasp different objects placed on a tray such as four wooden blocks of various sizes, one 
ball, and one sharpening stone. The first item is grasping the 10 cm block (Supplementary 
Figure 5a), whilst the second and easiest item is the grasping of the 2.5 cm block. The 
total subscore of the grasp subtest ranges from 0 to 18. 
Grip subtest. Six tools are presented in the grip subtest, such as two plastic tumblers, two 
metal tubes of different diameters, a washer, and a bolt. In four items, patients are asked 
to i) pour water glass to glass (first item; Supplementary Figure 5b), ii) grip the 2.5 cm 
diameter tube (second and easiest item), iii) grip the 1 cm diameter tube, iv) grip the 
washer over the bolt. The total score of the four items ranges between 0 to 12. 
Pitch subtest. During the six items of the pitch subtest, patients are required to bear balls 
of different sizes and one marble using different fingers. For instance, the first item 
requires bearing a 6 mm ball between the third finger and the thumb (Supplementary 
Figure 5c). In the second and easiest item, the patients pitch a marble with the first finger 
and the thumb. The total score of the six items ranges between 0 to 18. 
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Grip strength 
The Jamar Dynamometer grip strength assessment 
investigated patients’ grip strength (Supplementary Figure 6). 
The American Society of Hand Therapists’ procedure (Fess and 
Moran 1981) requires patients to sit on a chair with their back 
straight and their feet flat on the floor. The examined arm is 
placed with the elbow flexed at 90°, the fingers flexed as 
needed for a maximal contraction over the Dynamometer 
handle, while the forearm and wrist were kept in a neutral 
position. The patients are asked to take a breath while exerting 
the maximum grip effort for three consecutive trials. The 
strength score is recorded in kilograms and the total score is 
calculated as mean kg over the three trials (Fess and Moran 
1981). 

Supplementary Figure 6.  
Example of the grip strength task.  

Dexterity 
The hand’s ability to coordinate the fingers’ movement during objects manipulation in a 
timely way is defined as manual dexterity (Backman et al. 1992). The patients’ dexterity 
has been measured via the 9-Hole Peg test (i.e. 9HPT, Kellor et al. 1971). The test setting 
includes a one-piece board with a concave folded 
dish containing nine pegs next to a 9-holes matrix 
for the pegs (Supplementary Figure 7). Patients sit on 
a height-custom chair with the tabletop at midchest 
level. The task instructions require patients to place 
and remove the nine pegs one at a time and in 
random order as quickly as possible (Mathiowetz et 
al. 1985; Oxford Grice et al. 2003). The final score is 
the time in seconds elapsed from when the patients 
touch the first peg until the last peg is placed back 
into the dish. 

Supplementary Figure 7.  
Example of the 9-Hole Peg test.  

Shoulder flexion and Wrist extension 
The shoulder flexion and wrist extension assessments (Dreeben-Irimia 2008) investigate 
patients’ movement range of the upper limb and extremity using a goniometer. The main 
muscles involved in the shoulder flexion are the anterior deltoid and coracobrachialis. 
During the examination for shoulder flexion, patients are asked to raise their arm against 
gravity as high as they can, while sitting on the chair. The wrist extension requires mainly 
the activation of the extensor carpi radialis longus, extensor carpi radialis brevis, and 
extensor carpi ulnaris (Dreeben-Irimia 2008). The patients sit with their arms on the table 
in a resting position and with palms down. They are asked to bend back their wrist against 
gravity. The movement amplitude in the two tasks is recorded as angle grades of the 
goniometer aligned to the shoulder and wrist respectively (Supplementary Figure 8). 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Example of the a) shoulder flexion and b) wrist extension tasks.  
 
Combined walking index 
To assess patients’ lower limbs ability a combined walking index has been computed 
(Corbetta et al. 2015). The walking index combines the scores of the 10-meters walking 
test (i.e. 10MWT, Wade et al. 1987; Supplementary Figure 9a) and the Functional 
Independence Measure (i.e. FIM, Keith et al. 1987; Supplementary Figure 9b) to capture 
the variability of maximally and minimally impaired patients. The 10MWT requires 
patients to walk unassisted if safely able to do so for a distance of 10 meters. The time 
required to complete the task is recorded in seconds to compute the gait speed 
(meters/second). Patients unable to safely execute the task have been assessed via the 
walking item of the FIM. Each patient is assigned with a final, combined 1-9 score which 
describes on the same scale the performances of maximally and minimally impaired 
patients. describes the abilities of maximally impaired patients, assessed via the FIM, 
scores 8 and 9 assigned to each patient Specifically, the scores 1 to 6 correspond to the 
ranking of patients’ walking ability assigned by the therapist according to the FIM 
(Supplementary Figure 9b): i) the score of one indicates total assistance required, ii) the 
score of two is assigned when maximal assistance is required, iii) the score of three 
denotes moderate assistance required, iv) the score of 4 is assigned when minimal 
contact assistance is needed, v) the score of 5 indicates standby assistance, vi) the score 
of 6 is assigned when use of assistive device. Scores from 7 to 9 are assigned to 
independent walking patients who are assessed via the 10MWT: i) the score of seven is 
assigned at a speed of <0.4 meters/second, ii) the score of 8 indicates a speed of 0.4 to 
0.8 meters/second, iii) the score of 9 indicates a speed greater than 0.8 meters/second. 

 

Supplementary Figure 9. Example of the a) the 10-meters walking test and b) the walking 
ability ranking of the Functional Independence Measure.  
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Supplementary Figure 10: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the three subtests (grasp, grip, pitch) of the left hand Action Research Arm 
(ARA), and the 9-Hole Pegs (9HP) tests. (a) Grasp subtest of the ARA (laragrasp), (b) Grip 
subtest of the ARA (laragrip), (c) Pitch subtest of the ARA (larapitch)), (d) 9HP test (lpegs). 
ASg: anterior short gyrus of the insula; C: caudate; FG: fusiform gyrus; IFg: inferior frontal 
gyrus; Ins: insula; Li: limen insular; Mfg: middle frontal gyrus; MTg: middle temporal gyrus;  
Put: putamen; PMc: premotor cortex; PSg: posterior short gyrus of the insula; Rol Ope: 
rolandic operculum; SLFII: second branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; SLFIII: 
third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/. 

 
The disconnection in the right hemisphere of frontoparietal structures, the caudate, the 
post central gyrus, and the insular and temporal cortices cluster in correspondence to 
low scores in the three subtests (grasp, grip, pitch) of the left hand ARA, and the 9HP test. 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Studies on healthy and clinical populations showed that the movement execution of the 
left upper limb is subserved mainly by structures of the right hemisphere (Nowak et al. 
2003; Begliomini et al. 2015) and damage to the connections between motor areas and 
the spinal cord play a key role in motor impairment after stroke. Nevertheless, our 
findings reveal that the prediction of the patients’ left upper limb motor abilities is given 
by the disconnection of structures deputed to higher cognitive functions. 
The results of this study confirms that the integrity of the right fronto-parietal network 
seems to be crucial to execute fine contralesional-hand movements and its disconnection 
predicts the patients’ motor abilities after stroke. Previous studies reported the 
contribution of right frontoparietal structures in the execution of fine left-hand 
movements such as grasping and gripping (Begliomini et al. 2015; Davare et al. 2007) and 
clinical evidence showed that the lesion to frontal and parietal structures impairs the 
execution of fine hand actions (Nowak et al. 2003)bb. The right fronto-parietal network 
subserves monitoring and attentional processes during the movement execution 
(Begliomini et al. 2015; Budisavljevic et al. 2017; Howells et al. 2018). In particular, it has 
been proposed that parietal and inferior frontal structures contribute to generating and 
maintaining the prediction of the motor outcome, and the updating of sensory 
expectations regarding the movement is prevented after their damage (Desmurget and 
Sirigu 2009). In addition, the lesion to the parietal cortex was found to prevent the 
voluntary initiation of the movement (i.e. anarchic hand, Sirigu et al. 2004). 
The damage to frontal-parietal structures and the insular cortex and their association to 
poor motor performance suggest that bodily-related processes might play a role in motor 
outcome after stroke (Berti et al. 2005; Karnath et al. 2005; Baier and Karnath 2008; 
Pacella et al. 2019; Jenkinson et al. 2020). For instance, studies on awareness disorders 
specific for motor upper limb paralysis suggest that fronto-parietal-insular attentional 
networks may prevent the updating of the information about patients’ current motor 
abilities (Pacella et al. 2019; Besharati et al. 2014). Moreover, the lack of sense of ownership 
of one’s own upper limb can occur after the disconnection of fronto-parietal-insular 
network (Gandola et al. 2012; Invernizzi et al. 2013; Moro et al. 2021). These pathologies 
represent a burden on the success of patients’ motor rehabilitation (Jenkinson et al. 2011; 
Romano and Maravita 2019).  
 

 
Supplementary Figure 11: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the left hand grip strength (lgrip) assessment. C: caudate; IFg: inferior 
frontal gyrus; Ins: insula; ITg: inferior temporal gyrus; Li: limen insular; MCP: middle 
cerebellar peduncles; MTg: middle temporal gyrus; PMc: premotor cortex; Rol Ope: 
rolandic operculum; SLFII: second branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; SLFIII: 
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third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; STg: superior temporal gyrus; Th: 
thalamus. Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The disconnection of the cortico-pontine-cerebellar loop together with fronto-parietal 
disconnection observed in prediction of the grip strength assessment scores confirm the 
participation of the cerebellum in specific components of the movement (Jenmalm et al. 
2006) and the prediction and updating stages of the action (Miall et al. 2007; Tomatsu et 
al. 2016). For instance, the joint activity of the fronts-parietal network  and the cerebellum 
is correlated to the calibration of the movement and force exerted according to different 
object weights (Schmitz et al. 2005; Jenmalm et al. 2006). This is in line with studies on 
patients with cerebellar damage, who show inaccurate grip force adjustments during 
object manipulation (Nowak et al. 2003) and impaired on-line correction of the movement 
(Desmurget and Grafton 2000). 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 12: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the (a) left shoulder flexion (lshflex), and (b) left wrist extension (lwrex).  AS: 
anterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus; C: caudate; CTS: cortico-spinal-tract; IFg: 
inferior frontal gyrus; Ins: insula; ITg: inferior temporal gyrus; LS: long segment of the 
arcuate fasciculus; MTg: middle temporal gyrus; PMc: premotor cortex; PSg: posterior 
short gyrus of the insula; Put: putamen; Rol Ope: rolandic operculum; SLFII: second 
branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; SLFIII: third branch of the superior 
longitudinal fasciculus; STg: superior temporal gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The disconnection of fronto-parietal and temporal-parietal structures predicting low 
scores in wrist flexion and shoulder extension assessments is in line with the results of 
this study and previous findings on the right hemisphere role in sensorimotor 
stabilisation during motor execution (Mani et al. 2013; Mutha et al. 2012). However, the 
activation of left hemisphere structures damaged during shoulder flexion confirms the 
hypothesis of a degree of hemispheric specialisation in motor dynamics (Mutha et al. 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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2012; Serrien et al. 2006). Although contralesional motor deficits are more prominent 
after stroke, the impairment of the ipsilesional limb has been observed (Schaefer et al. 
2009a). Differences in the extent of the ipsilesional deficits suggest that the left 
hemisphere supports multi-joint coordination and its damage prevents the accurate limb 
trajectory during a reaching movement (Schaefer et al. 2009b). Thus, the pivotal role of 
the shoulder in the multi-joint coordination for the upper limb motor performance 
(Galloway and Koshland 2002; Liu et al. 2013) is confirmed by the presence of ipsilesional 
disconnection only in the prediction of left shoulder extension deficits, compared to the 
other left limb assessments. 
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Supplementary Figure 13: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the three subtests (grasp, grip, pitch) of the right hand Action Research 
Arm (ARA), the 9-Hole Pegs (9HP) test, and the right shoulder flexion and wrist extension. 
(a) Grasp subtest of the ARA (raragrasp), (b) Grip subtest of the ARA (raragrip), (c) Pitch 
subtest of the ARA (rarapitch)), (d) 9HP test (rpegs), (e) left shoulder flexion (lshflex), and (f) 
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left wrist extension (lwrex). Ag: angular gyrus; ASg: anterior short gyrus of the insula; AS: 
anterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus; C: caudate; CC: corpus callosum; CTS: 
cortico-spinal-tract; IFg: inferior frontal gyrus; ILF: inferior longitudinal fasciculus; IFOF: 
inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; Ins: insula; ITg: inferior temporal gyrus; LS: long 
segment of the arcuate fasciculus; MFg: middle frontal gyrus; pre_SMA: pre- 
supplementary motor area; PS: posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus; Th: thalamus; 
TP: temporal pole. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
An extensive disconnection of the left hemisphere clusters in correspondence to low 
scores for the right hand in the three subtests (grasp, grip, pitch) of the ARA, 9HP test, 
the arm flexion and wrist extension tasks. The disconnection involved in the left 
hemisphere the cortico-spinal tract, postcentral gyrus, fronto-parietal, temporo-
occipital and occipito-frontal connections and the interruption of frontal 
interhemispheric connections in correspondence to the motor section of the corpus 
callosum. Our results confirm that the disconnection of the corticospinal tract is 
associated with the motor outcome after brain damage. Previous studies demonstrated 
that the integrity of the cortico-spinal tract is a reliable predictor of the patients’ motor 
abilities up to one year after the stroke (Stinear et al. 2007) In particular, integrity of the 
cortico-spinal tract has been associated with the hand dexterity performance 
(Schaechter et al. 2009) and hand strength (Borich et al. 2012; Qiu et al. 2011) stroke 
patients. Furthermore, previous studies showed that the severity of motor impairment is 
predicted by the integrity of the corpus callosum connection of the primary motor areas 
(Li et al. 2015; Stewart et al. 2017), and reduced interhemispheric resting-state 
connectivity between motor structures has been associated to motor impairment (Carter 
et al. 2010). In addition, studies on acallosal patients showed that the lack of callosal 
connection affects the grip formation in reach-to-grasp movements (Jakobson et al. 
1994). These previous findings are in line with our results suggesting that a callosal 
disconnection of motor and sensory cortices predicts the movements abilities of stroke 
patients.  
The prediction of low scores in ASA, 9-HP, and shoulder flexion and wrist extension via 
the disconnection of fronto-parietal and temporo-occipital structures, and the insula 
indicate that motor outcome after left hemisphere stroke is not related only to 
sensorimotor functions. In fact, movement impairment after left hemisphere stroke can 
manifest as the inability to perform voluntary, skilled movements such as tool use and 
gesture imitation (i.e. limb apraxia, De Renzi et al. 1982). Limb apraxia has been associated 
usually with an extensive network of structures within the left hemisphere (but see 
Barbieri and De Renzi 1988; Scandola et al. 2021; Vanbellingen et al. 2010`). The damage of 
left fronto-parietal structures is associated with kinematic deficits during object-related 
gesture movements (Buxbaum et al. 2014; Goldenberg and Spatt 2009; Tarhan et al. 2015) 
and non-object related imitation gestures (Pazzaglia et al. 2008; Weiss et al. 2016). Some 
studies have explored the neural structures related to specific errors performed by 
apraxic patients during movement (e.g. spatio-temporal and action-content errors) and 
revealed the involvement of the temporal lobe, the temporo-occipital cortex, and the 
insula (Hoeren et al. 2014; Scandola et al. 2021; Tarhan et al. 2015). 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary Figure 14: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the right hand grip strength (rgrip) assessment. Ag: angular gyrus; ITg: 
inferior temporal gyrus; LS: long segment of the arcuate fasciculus; MTg: middle temporal 
gyrus. Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The low scores of grip strength assessment are predicted by the solely disconnection of 
the angular gyrus from the temporal cortex via the damage of the long segment of the 
arcuate Fasciculus. These results are in contrast with other findings that correlate grip 
strength assessed via the dynamometer with portico-spinal tract integrity (Borich et al. 
2012; Greene et al. 2019; Qiu et al. 2011). However, our results partially overlap the recent 
findings of Garcea and colleagues (2020), who report the association of reduced right-
hand grip strength with lesion to the inferior parietal, middle and superior temporal 
cortices. Interestingly, our findings suggest that grip strength ability of the right hand 
may rely on the left hemisphere ventro-dorsal stream conveying information on object-
related actions (Binkofski and Buxbaum 2013). 
 
C.2 Language functions 
Language was assessed using the 1-min animal verbal fluency test and the Boston 
Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE). Familiarity with the Boston school classification 
of aphasias is necessary to interpret the BDAE (e.g. Benson 1979), and other non-western 
assessment batteries have since been put forward (e.g. Ivanova et al. 2021).  
 
Verbal fluency tests, like the semantic fluency test, rely on the retrieval of specific 
information from memory and to verbally produce a list of words. Two types of 
restrictions are commonly applied: phonological (e.g., letter fluency) and semantic (e.g. 
animals) clustering. The outcome measure is the speed and ease of production and the 
final number of words generated in a given time (e.g., 1 min). This group of tests is 
sometimes considered as speech/language assessments and sometimes as executive 
functioning tests (Whiteside et al. 2016). This is a sensitive clinical test as brain lesions 
can alter the speed and ease of verbal production in patients. Acquired aphasia after brain 
lesions or subsequent to neurodegeneration is commonly associated with greatly 
reduced verbal productivity Baldo et al., 2001; Baldo et al., 2006; Henry & Crawford, 2004;  
Marczinski & Kertesz, 2006;  Catani et al., 2013. Particularly left frontal lobe lesions have 
been linked to reduced verbal fluency, especially if the lesion encompasses ‘Broca’s area’ 
in the inferior frontal gyrus (Baldo et al. 2001). Recently, the frontal aslant tract (FAT) 
came into focus as a relevant pathway for verbal fluency (Catani et al. 2013). The FAT 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wcc20hazjlwhsxo/BDAE%20scoreforms%20full%20version%20%281%29.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wcc20hazjlwhsxo/BDAE%20scoreforms%20full%20version%20%281%29.pdf?dl=0
https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-0-387-79948-3_1423
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11459110/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/17064451/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15099151/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16325251/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23820597/
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connects the inferior frontal gyrus to the supplementary motor region and lateral 
superior frontal gyrus. The role of these cortical and white matter structures for fluency 
was further evaluated in awake surgical settings where direct cortical stimulation 
induced temporary interruptions to these networks (Kemerdere et al. 2016). However, 
the FAT is also involved in non-speech and language functions (Forkel et al. 2021). 
Education, sex, and age have been shown to impact the quantity and diversity of animal 
recollection and the raw scores are therefore usually corrected (e.g.       Tombaugh et al. 
1999).  
   

 
Supplementary Figure 15: Example of a time-limited (1min) animal verbal fluency task. 
 
Boston Naming test (BNT, short version). The BNT is a popular test of visual confrontation 
naming, where the patient is shown line drawings of objects with increasing difficulty, 
ranging from high-frequency (e.g. toothbrush) to low-frequency words (e.g. protractor) 
(Kaplan et al. 1983). Patients are asked to name the objects within 20 seconds, afterwards 
a phonemic or semantic cue can be given by the examiner. A shortened version was 
developed that includes only 15 items which was adopted in the most recent version of 
the BDAE-3 (Mack et al. 1992; Goodglass et al. 2000) and other test batteries (e.g. CERAD, 
https://www.memoryclinic.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/Memory_Clinic/CERAD-
Plus/CERAD-Plus_Testheft.pdf) and is available in multiple languages. The scoring 
considers the total number of correct responses, cued responses, and an error code or 
paraphasia type analysis can also be conducted. Due to the limited original normative 
data, many other normative data had been provided over the years and also showed an 
interaction of sex, education, socioeconomic background, and age (e.g. for the short 
version see \ (Lansing et al. 1999; Villardita et al. 1985; Nicholas et al. 1989). The maximum 
score for the short version is 15, the scale can be interpreted as the higher the better. The 
items (and their semantic cues) of the short form include: 
 

1. House (home, a kind of building) 
2. Comb (used for fixing hair) 
3. Toothbrush (used in the mouth) 
4. Octopus (an ocean animal) 
5. Bench (used for sitting) 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/dyvycf08gnjdt60/BNT_shortform.pdf?dl=0
https://www.memoryclinic.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/Memory_Clinic/CERAD-Plus/CERAD-Plus_Testheft.pdf
https://www.memoryclinic.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/Memory_Clinic/CERAD-Plus/CERAD-Plus_Testheft.pdf
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6. Volcano (a kind of mountain) 
7. Canoe (used in water) 
8. Beaver (an animal) 
9. Cactus (saguara, something that grows) 
10. Hammock (you lie on it) 
11. Stethoscope (used by doctors and nurses) 
12. Unicorn (mythical animal) 
13. Tripod (photographers or surveyors use it) 
14. Sphinx (it’s found in Egypt) 
15. Palette (artists use it) 

 

 
Supplementary figure 16. Example of the administration of the Boston Naming Test 
(BNT). 
 
Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE) is a neuropsychological assessment 
battery that samples from a range of language components for diagnostic and treatment 
purposes. The BDEA was originally developed and validated by Goodglass & Kaplan in 
1983 (Goodglass and Kaplan 1983) and has since been through several iterations with the 
latest version also offering a shortened version (e.g. Goodglass et al. 2000). The BDAE is 
a systematic and comprehensive assessment comprising 34 subtests, which can take up 
to four hours. Patients are asked to answer a semi structured interview and engage in 
free conversation. Each subtest is scored for correct responses and converted into 
percentiles. Normative data is available for all subtests.  In this study the following 
subtests were used: Oral reading of sentences (reading_raw), comprehension 
(reading_comp_raw), word comprehension (word_raw), Boston picture naming 
(boston_raw), commands (commands_raw). An additional non-word reading (nonword) 
test was conducted. Each subtest will be discussed below. 
 
Oral reading of sentences.  The read-out-loud sentence reading subtest requires the 
patient to read ten sentences. The whole sentences must be read without errors to be 
scored as pass (score of 1) otherwise they are scored as fail (score of 0). The maximum 
score of the standard form is 10 (short form: 5), and the scale can be interpreted as the 
higher the better. 
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1. Summertime. 
2. A good beach day. 
3. Jim and Mary pack a picnic lunch. 
4. They load the car with beach chairs and towels.  
5. Off they go with all their equipment.  
6. After driving for forty-five minutes, they arrive at the seashore. 
7. They decide to go swimming because the water is warm and calm. 
8. When they emerge from the water they are famished. 
9. That is when they realize they forgot to load their picnic lunch. 
10. Luckily, they discover a refreshment stand with a variety of snacks to choose from.  

 
Comprehension of oral reading of sentences. The patients are asked to read each of the 
comprehension statements aloud and answer by choosing the correct multiple-choice 
option out of four options. These questions relate to the scenario described in the oral 
reading of sentences test of the BDAE (see above). The examiner can point to the options 
on the first run and can ask the patient to select the best completing phrase. The 
examiner ought not to read the items aloud. The maximum score of the standard form is 
5 (short form: 3), and the scale can be interpreted as the higher the better. 
 

1. The weather was …. cool/sunny/crisp/rainy 
2. Mary and Jim rode in a …..train/boat/car/plane 
3. The trip took about...half a day/five minutes/45 minutes/two hours 
4. The water was… rough/warm/ chilly/crowded 
5. They forgot to bring a …. towel/umbrella/lunch/swimsuit 

 
Word comprehension. The single word comprehension test belongs to the auditory 
comprehension assessment of the BDAE and is a basic word discremination task where 
stimulus items on the patient’s body and in the examination booklet need to be pointed 
at after a verbal prompt from the examiner. The stimuli are grouped by body parts, 
colours, letters, and numbers. If the correct answer is offered within 5 sec the score is 1 
point, if the answer takes longer it is 0.5 point, and 0 for erroneous answers. The 
maximum score of the standard form is 37 (short form: 16), and the scale can be 
interpreted as the higher the better. 
 
“Show me your…..” 

1. Shoulder 
2. Cheek 
3. Ear 
4. Nose 
5. Knee 

 
Using the booklet with the picture material the patient is again prompted to point to the 
following items: 
 

1 Bear 17 J 
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2 Peanut 18 4 

3 Shirt 19 13 

4 Bus 20 5 

5 Saw 21 20 

6 Ant 22 257 

7 Tulip 23 Telephone 

8 Blue 24 Deer 

9 Brown 25 Hamburger 

10 Pink 26 Cap 

11 Green 27 Wagon 

12 Purple 28 Screw 

13 T 29 Swan 

14 N 30 Spider 

15 G 31 Iris 

16 K     

 
Commands. The patient is asked to carry out 1-5 step commands that vary in length and 
complexity. A point is given for every target element (underlined) that is performed. The 
command can be repeated in full if requested. The maximum score is 15 (short form: 10), 
and the scale can be interpreted as the higher the better. Additional items needed for this 
test are a pencil, a watch, and a card. 
 

1. Make a fist. 
2. Point to the ceiling, then to the floor. 
3. Put the pencil on top of the card, then put it back. 
4. Put the watch on the other side of the pencil and turn over the card. 
5. Tap each shoulder twice with two fingers, keeping your eyes shut. 

 
Nonword reading. In this study, we used an experimental measure where the patient was 
asked to pronounce non-meaningful syllables. Four-letter non words (e.g. NORD) were 
presented to the patients who were asked to read them aloud. The maximum score for 
this test is 20, and the scale can be interpreted as the higher the better. 
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Supplementary Figure 17: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE). (a) Oral reading of 
sentences (reading_raw), (b) comprehension (reading_comp_raw), (c) word 
comprehension (word_raw), (d) Commands from the BDAE (command_raw). Ag: angular 
gyrus; ASg: anterior short gyrus of the insula; MSg: middle short gyrus of the insula; IFg: 
inferior frontal gyrus; STg: superior temporal gyrus; MTg: middle temporal gyrus; Put: 
putamen; IC: internal capsule; SMg: supramarginal gyrus; PoCG: postcentral gyrus; sIPL: 
superior parietal lobe; alg: anterior long insular gyrus; ec/ecx: external/extreme capsule; 
li: limen insular; porb: posterior orbital cortex; ins: insular cortex. Maps are freely 
available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Profiles of disconnections predict individual deficits on the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia 
Examination (BDAE) subscales for reading aloud (reading_raw), reading comprehension 
of sentences (reading_comp_raw) and single word comprehension (word_raw), and 
impairments when following commands (command_raw). 
  

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Reading sentences aloud and sentence comprehension clustered in comparable areas in 
the Umap morphospace with medium effect size. These clusters corresponded to a 
significant disconnection of the left temporo-parietal network between the superior and 
middle temporal gyri and the inferior parietal lobe (e.g., angular and supramarginal gyrus). 
This temporo-parietal network has been shown to predict reading performance and the 
functional specialisation of the visual word form area (Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2014a). 
This network was already postulated as relevant for reading as early as 1891, when one of 
Dejerine’s case studies presented with pure alexia (reading impairment) and subsequent 
agraphia (writing impairment) (Dejerine 1891). Lesions associated with alexia are often 
ascribed to the posterior inferior temporal cortex in the left hemisphere (Epelbaum et al. 
2008; Gaillard et al. 2006).  In recent lesion studies using voxel-based lesion symptom 
mapping in chronic stroke patients the same network emerged as relevant for sentence-
level reading that was uniquely associated with the superior and middle temporal gyri as 
well as the supramarginal gyrus (Baldo et al. 2018). As such, critical aspects of sentence 
reading may rely on the ventral visual stream for the identification of familiar words and 
the integration into a wider language network through parieto-temporal connections, 
such as the posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus. 
  
Auditory word comprehension requires the transformation of auditory signals into 
abstract concepts. As such the adjacent cortex to the primary auditory cortex embedded 
in the left and right superior temporal gyrus has been consistently shown to be relevant 
for comprehension in the aphasia stroke literature (Naeser et al. 1987; Crinion and Price 
2005; Gajardo-Vidal et al. 2018; Robson et al. 2014; Kreisler et al. 2000; Bates et al. 2003; 
Damasio 1992). Recently, other temporal regions have also been implicated such as the 
temporal pole (Mesulam et al. 2015). Converging evidence from different lines of clinical 
research suggest that the inferior and middle temporal gyri are associated with word 
comprehension deficits as the integration of auditory and conceptual processing is 
interrupted (Bonilha et al. 2017). Additional semantic processing is likely to recruit more 
anterior temporal regions (Mesulam et al. 2015). Akin to sentence-level comprehension, 
single words comprehension is also associated with the left supramarginal gyrus (Baldo 
et al. 2018). Using fMRI in healthy adult readers, the sensitivity of this network was 
disentangled whereby the parieto-temporal cortex responded to phonology and the 
VWFA in the occipital-temporal cortex to orthography (Glezer et al. 2016). Current 
models suggest a delicate temporo-parietal and frontal network to be involved in single 
word comprehension that links lexical concepts (anterior temporal) lemma and lexical-
syntactic information (posterior temporal), phoneme-to-motor transfer (parietal-
frontal), top-down and executive modulation (frontal) (e.g. Hagoort 2019). 
  
Following commands are significantly impaired with disconnections between the inferior 
parietal lobe and superior and middle temporal gyri. The cluster in the UMAP 
morphospace is comparable to sentence reading and comprehension. Identifying a 
similar network is to be expected as speech comprehension can be assessed using 1-2-3-
stage commands {Price, 2010 #139;Wilson, 2018 #140;Price et al., 2010;Kertesz, 2006 
#141}. 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3556582/pdf/emss-30739.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 18: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to semantic fluency (animals), the Boston Naming Test (BNT), and non-word 
reading. (a) 1-min animal fluency (animal_raw), (b) Boston Naming Test (boston_raw), and 
(c) non-word reading (nonword). Ag: angular gyrus; ASg: anterior short gyrus of the 
insula; MSg: middle short gyrus of the insula; IFg: inferior frontal gyrus; STg: superior 
temporal gyrus; MTg: middle temporal gyrus; Put: putamen; IC: internal capsule; SMg: 
supramarginal gyrus; PoCG: postcentral gyrus; sIPL: superior parietal lobe; alg: anterior 
long insular gyrus; ec/ecx: external/extreme capsule; li: limen insular; porb: posterior 
orbital cortex; ins: insular cortex. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Reduced semantic fluency is associated with lesions to the left inferior frontal gyrus and 
insula, left medial temporal regions and the right inferior frontal gyrus and 
periventricular frontal white matter (Biesbroek et al. 2016). Disconnection patterns of the 
right middle and superior temporal gyri, right inferior frontal gyrus insular cortex 
(anterior and middle short gyri), and the right putamen/internal capsule predicted 
semantic fluency patterns. 
 
BNT naming score impairments were predicted by disconnections of a temporal-
parietal-insular network including the left hemisphere middle and superior temporal 
gyri, the inferior parietal lobe (angular and supramarginal gyrus), and the anterior long 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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insular gyrus and external/extreme capsule. Patients with persistent naming deficits 
were shown to have disruptions to this network whereby lesions in the posterior superior 
temporal and inferior parietal cortex caused semantic paraphasias while lesions to the 
insula and putamen caused phonological paraphasias (Knopman et al. 1984). More recent 
studies also highlighted that lesions to the angular gyrus cause paraphasia that are 
unrelated to the BNT target item (e.g. not semantic or phonological paraphasia) (Meier et 
al. 2020). In an attempt to isolate lexical-semantic retrieval from visual recognition and 
motor speech elements involved in this picture naming task, Baldo et al. (2013) identified 
the crucial role of the left mid-posterior middle temporal gyrus for naming errors on the 
BNT. 
 
Nonword reading performance hinges on disconnections of the right hemisphere 
temporal-parietal-frontal network as well as the insula putamen. Previous research has 
highlighted this network as well where lesions to the middle and inferior frontal gyrus 
(pars opercularis and triangularis), insular cortex, central and parietal opercular cortex, 
and anterior middle temporal gyrus in addition to the precentral gyrus predicted reading 
deficits (Woollams et al. 2018; Cloutman et al. 2011). While these areas are most commonly 
reported for the left hemisphere, studies of right hemisphere patients have identified the 
same network albeit the flavour of linguistic errors when reading nonwords may be 
different (Buiatti et al. 2012). 
 
C.3 Visuospatial attention 
Visuospatial attention has been assessed along several dimensions, including visual 
search (i.e., cancellations tasks) and reaction time. 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 19: Example of the Star cancellation test modified from (Wilson et 
al. 1987). bit_tot_miss: total missed stars;  bit_ltot_miss: stars missed on the left; 
bit_rtot_miss:  stars missed on the right; bit_coc: 'centre of mass' of the total 
cancellation.  
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Star cancellation is a paper and pencil visual search test originally proposed in and part 
of the Behavioral Inattention Test (Wilson et al. 1987). The patient has to circle all stars 
printed on a large A4 piece of paper. Stars are mixed with letters and words that the 
patient should not circle, as shown in an example of the star cancellation test in 
Supplementary Figure 19 derived from the original. 
Total misses (bit_tot_miss), total left misses (bit_ltot_miss), and total right misses 
(bit_rtot_miss) scores can be derived from this test, with excellent reliability (i.e. test-
retest, Bailey et al. 2004). Star cancellation also has a high sensibility and specificity for 
unilateral spatial neglect (Jehkonen et al. 1998). Additionally, the centre of cancellation 
(bit_coc) corresponding to the 'centre of mass' of the cancellation can also be calculated 
(Rorden and Karnath 2010). 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 20: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the Star cancellation test. (a) Total misses (bit_tot_miss), (b) total left 
misses (bit_ltot_miss), (c) total right misses (bit_rtot_miss) scores and (d) the centre of 
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cancellation (bit_coc). Ag: angular gyrus; ASg: anterior short gyrus of the insula; MSg: 
middle short gyrus of the insula; IFg: inferior frontal gyrus; TP: temporal pole. Maps are 
freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Profiles of disconnections predicting individual total misses (bit_tot_miss), total left 
misses (bit_ltot_miss), total right misses (bit_rtot_miss) and the centre of cancellation 
(bit_coc) clustered together in comparable areas in the Umap morphospace with medium 
to large effect size. These clusters correspond either to a significant disconnection the 
right inferior frontal gyrus from the anterior and middle short gyri of the insula via 
fronto-insular tracts (Catani et al. 2012; Rojkova et al. 2016) and the temporal pole via the 
uncinate fasciculus (Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2012). Local disconnection of the 
angular gyrus (Catani et al. 2017) was also significant. The role of the inferior frontal gyrus 
in cancellations tasks such as the Star cancellation has been widely documented in the 
context of unilateral visual neglect (Corbetta et al. 2005; He et al. 2007; Heilman and 
Valenstein 1998) and discussed with regards to its contribution to visual search in the 
presence of distractors (Husain and Kennard 1997). The insula has also been reported as 
a critical area leading to unilateral visual neglect (Manes et al. 1999) due to its contribution 
to the integration between extrapersonnal stimuli and internal milieu and is typically 
unactivated when attention lapses (Kranczioch et al. 2005; Weissman et al. 2006). 
Additionally, lesions to the temporal pole have been significantly associated with a 
significant drop in cancellation task performance (Karnath et al. 2001; Karnath et al. 2011) 
because of its contribution to the visual ventral stream and the conscious identification 
of the target amongst distractors. Finally, the angular gyrus, when damaged, have also 
been reported as critical to the performance in cancellation tasks (Mort et al. 2003) due 
to its role in spatial attention (Husain and Rorden 2003). 
The disruption of the circuitry constituted by the frontoinsular tracts, the uncinate and 
local parietal connections elegantly reconcile these four theories explaining the 
pathophysiological mechanisms related to cancellation tasks performance and unilateral 
visual neglect. 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary Figure 21: Example of the Mesulam Unstructured Symbol Cancellation 
Test modified from (Mesulam 1985). The item in blue is an example of the target to be 
cancelled by the patients. mes_tot_miss: total missed stars;  mes_ltot_miss: stars 
missed on the left; mes_rtot_miss:  stars missed on the right; mes_coc: 'centre of mass' 
of the total cancellation.  
 
Mesulam Unstructured Symbol Cancellation Test is a paper and pencil visual search test. 
Patients are asked to bar the full cancel suns (as the one coloured in blue in 
supplementary figure 21 derived from Mesulam 1985) amongst distrators. Compared to 
the star cancellation task, the higher number of distractors and the use of feature 
conjunctions (Treisman and Gelade 1980) in the Mesulam Unstructured Symbol 
Cancellation Test makes it a more challenging task to achieve in the clinic.  
Four metrics can be derived from the Mesulam Unstructured Symbol Cancellation Test: 
Total misses (mes_tot_miss), total left misses (mes_l_miss), total right misses 
(mes_r_miss), and centre of cancellation (mes_coc) corresponding to the 'centre of 
mass' of the cancellation (Rorden and Karnath 2010). 
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Supplementary Figure 22: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the Mesulam Unstructured Symbol Cancellation Test. (a) Total misses 
(mes_tot_miss), (b) total left misses (mes_l_miss), (c) total right misses (mes_r_miss) 
scores and (d) centre of cancellation (mes_coc). ATR: anterior thalamic radiations; CC: 
corpus callosum; PS: posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus; T: Thalamus. Maps are 
freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The profiles of disconnections associated with the number of targets missed, whether on 
the left, right or in total, clustered together in comparable areas in the Umap 
morphospace with medium to large effect size. These profiles mostly involved the 
temporoparietal circuits bilaterally (posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus) and 
their interhemispheric callosal connections. Of interest, the disconnection of the left 
hemisphere for left and right misses was more prominent statistically than the right 
hemisphere. In contrast, the centre of mass of the task was also well predicted but by 
different risk territories in the UMAP morphospace, also characterised by 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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interhemispheric connections, but this time in the frontal lobe. A diencephalic 
disconnection via the anterior thalamic radiations was also significant.  
The temporo-parietal disconnection fits with previous theories suggesting that visual 
awareness deficits would be related to a disconnection between the visual ventral stream 
and the global workspace (Dalla Barba et al. 2018). Such disconnection would prevent 
preprocessed visual information (i.e. the visual ventral stream, Ungerleider and Mishkin 
1982; Kravitz et al. 2011) to access conscious manipulation (i.e. the global workspace; 
(Baars 2002; Dehaene and Changeux 2011; Parlatini et al. 2017) indispensable to compare 
each target mentally to the model during the complex visual search as the Mesulam 
Unstructured Symbol Cancellation Test.  
On the other hand, the callosal disconnection fits with Norman Geschwind original 
theory (1965) suggesting neglected items result from the disconnection of right 
hemisphere-based knowledge from the left hemisphere. In so doing, the absence of 
mental verbalisation of right hemisphere-based visual knowledge would prevent their 
conscious representation (Bartolomeo et al. 2007) and lead to targets' omissions. Of note, 
the integrity of the corpus callosum also contributes significantly to the recovery of 
visuospatial neglect (Lunven et al. 2015) and might therefore have contributed to the 
visual search scores of the chronic patients reported in our study. 
Finally, lesions to the thalamus have also been documented to contribute to visual search 
deficits and hemispatial visual neglect through an interruption of the cortico-subcortical 
loops critical to the proper function of the cortex (Watson and Heilman 1979; Cambier et 
al. 1980; Watson et al. 1981; Graff-Radford et al. 1985; Hirose et al. 1985; Bogousslavsky et 
al. 1986; Vallar and Perani 1986; Waxman et al. 1986; Rafal and Posner 1987; Kumral et al. 
1995; Chung et al. 1996; Leibovitch et al. 1998; Karussis et al. 2000; Karnath et al. 2002; De 
Witte et al. 2008). Hence, through the capture of high dimensional interactions, our 
method revealed the poly-origin mechanisms leading to a decreased performance at the 
Mesulam Unstructured Symbol Cancellation Test in patients and reconciled the inter- with 
interhemispheric theories of hemispatial neglect. 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 23: Example of the The Posner orienting task modified from 
(Posner 1984). The arrow (i.e. the cue) is presented for 2360ms. The asterisk (i.e. the 
target) is presented for 300ms. 
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The Posner orienting task is a detection paradigm initially designed by Posner (1984). The 
paradigm is computerised and consists of two square frames (1° size) placed on the left 
and the right of a central fixation (at 3.3° of eccentricity). Trials start when the central 
fixation turns from red to green. After 800ms, an arrow points left or right. 1000 to 
2000ms later, an asterisk appears in one of the two square frames, 75% of the time at the 
location indicated by the cue (valid trials). In the other 25% the asterisk appears in the 
opposite location (invalid trials). Patients are required to press a button when an asterisk 
appears on the screen with their ipsilesional hand. A pause of 2360 ms separates each 
trial. Each patient performed 120 trials divided into one practice block and two test 
blocks. 
 
Twenty-four metrics can be derived from the Posner orienting task  and can be divided 
into four categories.  
Accuracy metrics corresponds the percentage of target missed in average (pos_acc_avg), 
left (pos_acc_lv) and right (pos_acc_rv) valid trials and in left (pos_acc_li) and right 
(pos_acc_ri) valid trials. 
The effect of validity in accuracy (pos_acc_validity) can subsequently be assessed by 
subtracting the percentage of target missed in valid conditions (i.e. pos_acc_lv and 
pos_acc_rv) from invalid conditions (i.e. pos_acc_li and pos_acc_ri) divided by 2. 
The effect of disengagement in accuracy (pos_acc_disengage) can also be assessed by 
subtracting the percentage of target missed in valid trials from invalid trials for left 
(pos_acc_lv - pos_acc_li) and the right (pos_acc_rv - pos_acc_ri) asterisks separately. 
The result of the right subtraction is further subtracted from the left and divided by 2 to 
obtain the accuracy's disengagement effect.  
Reaction time metrics correspond to the time in milliseconds between the asterisk and 
pressing of the button in average (pos_rt_avg), left (pos_rt_lv), and right (pos_rt_rv) 
valid trials and in left (pos_rt_li) and right (pos_rt_ri) invalid trials. 
As for accuracy metrics, the effect of validity in reaction time (pos_rt_validity) can 
subsequently be assessed by subtracting the average reaction time for valid conditions 
(i.e. pos_rt_lv and pos_rt_rv) from the average reaction time for invalid conditions (i.e. 
pos_rt_li and pos_rt_ri) divided by 2. 
Similarly, the effect of disengagement in reaction time (pos_rt_disengage) can also be 
assessed by subtracting the average reaction time for valid trials from the average 
reaction time for invalid trials for left (pos_acc_lv - pos_acc_li) and the right 
(pos_acc_rv - pos_acc_ri) asterisks separately. The result of the right subtraction is 
further subtracted from the left and divided by 2 to obtain the reaction time's 
disengagement effect.  
Subbing metrics are a statistical refinement of the reaction times metrics presented 
above. For these metrics, two standard deviations above or under the average reaction 
time are discarded from the analysis for precision leading to corresponding new metrics 
for average (pos_suv_avg), left (pos_sub_lv), and right (pos_sub_rv) valid trials, left 
(pos_sub_li) and right (pos_sub_ri) invalid trials and equivalent assessments of the effect 
of validity (pos_sub_validity) and disengagement (pos_sub_disengage) in 'subbed' 
reaction times. 
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Finally, the visual field metric (pos_acc_vf, pos_rt_vf, pos_sub_vf) corresponds to the 
asymmetry in accuracy or reaction time between the left and the right visual fields. It can 
be calculated by subtracting the accuracy or reaction times for right asterisks from the 
accuracy or reaction times for left asterisks divided by 2. 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 24: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the average accuracy (pos_acc_avg)  in the The Posner orienting task. LS: 
long segment of the arcuate fasciculus anterior thalamic radiations; Ins: insula; SLFIII: 
third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; Str: striatum. Maps are freely 
available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary Figure 25: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the accuracy for the (a) left valid, (b) right valid, (a) left invalid and (b) right 
invalid asterisks  in the The Posner orienting task. LS: long segment of the arcuate 
fasciculus anterior thalamic radiations; Ins: insula; SLF II: second branch of the superior 
longitudinal fasciculus, SLFIII: third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; Str: 
striatum. Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The profiles of disconnections associated with the accuracy at the Posner orienting task 
clustered together in comparable areas in the Umap morphospace with medium to large 
effect size for all conditions except for the percentage of right valid asterisks (see 
supplementary figure 26a and 26b).  
Disconnections leading to reduced accuracy systematically involved the ventral portion 
of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (mostly the SLF III and the SLF II in some 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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conditions see Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2011), the long segment of the arcuate 
fasciculus, the insula and the striatum in the right hemisphere 
The poor results for the right valid target condition might be related to the reduced 
number of omissions occurring on the cued right hemifield for patients one year after 
their stroke that limited the variance of the data. 
The disconnection of the ventral superior longitudinal fasciculus together with the 
arcuate fasciculus in the right hemisphere, which connects the core areas of the ventral 
attention system (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Parlatini et al. 2017), is in line with previous 
work reporting that hemispatial neglect and, therefore, the percentage of missed targets 
would be related to a disconnection of the ventral attention network (Corbetta et al. 2005; 
Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2005; Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2014b). Of importance, the 
insula is 'at the heart' (Eckert et al. 2009; Menon and Uddin 2010) of the ventral attention 
system and was significantly disconnected in all conditions, except for the right valid 
asterisks for the reasons aforementioned. 
 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 26: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to accuracy for the (a) validity and (b) disengage conditions in the Posner 
orienting task. Ling: lingual gyrus; Ins: insula; FAT: Frontal Aslant Tract;, SLFIII: third 
branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; Str: striatum, T: Thalamus. Maps are freely 
available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The profiles of disconnections associated with the percentage of asterisks accurately 
detected when cued (pos_acc_validity) clustered together in comparable areas in the 
Umap morphospace with medium to large effect size (see supplementary figure 24 and 
25) and were associated with disconnection of the lingual gyrus in the left hemisphere 
(Supplementary figure 26a). Accuracy for cued asterisks relies partially on dorsal, 
voluntary orienting of attention (Corbetta and Shulman 2002). While the lingual gyrus is 
surprising, previous work reported a significant involvement of the visual areas in the 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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dorsal attention system with decreased activity related to hemispatial neglect and 
recovery from visual neglect with the re-establishment of this activity (Corbetta et al. 
2005). Additionally, the same regions have been reported as damaged after a stroke in the 
posterior cerebral artery leading again to signs of hemispatial neglect (Bird et al. 2006). 
Hence, since rehabilitation strategies are mainly focused on the use of the voluntary 
orienting of attention (Bartolomeo and Chokron 2002) our results suggest that patients 
may recover with more difficulties from their visual neglect through an early disruption 
of the dorsal attention network with the disconnection of the lingual gyrus. Future 
longitudinal analyses exploring the neural bases of visual neglect recovery after a 
posterior cerebral artery stroke may demonstrate this point further. 
 
 
The profile of disconnections related to percentage of asterisks accurately detected 
despite the wrong cue (pos_acc_disengage) clustered together in comparable areas in 
the Umap morphospace with medium to large effect size (see supplementary figure 26b) 
and were involved the same network as for the average accuracy including ventral 
portion of the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the long segment of the arcuate fasciculus, 
the insula and the striatum 
In addition, the anterior portion of the corpus callosum together with the frontal aslant 
tract and the anterior thalamus were involved. 
Pos_acc_disengage is a reorienting of attention that relies on the same structure as the 
average accuracy condition but also requires an inhibition to perform the reorientation 
accurately instead of perseverating on the cued target.  Simply said, the disengage 
condition would require additional regions related to inhibition mechanisms compared 
to the other conditions (i.e., pos_acc_avg, pos_acc_lv, pos_acc_rv, pos_acc_li and 
pos_acc_ri).  
Typically the corpus callosum connectivity between the two hemispheres is critical to 
the coordination of two hemibodies (Akelaitis 1945; Bogen 1987; Goldstein 1908; Della Sala 
et al. 1991; Marchetti and Della Sala 1998) through hypothesised inhibitory mechanisms of 
one hemisphere onto the other (Caplan and Kinsbourne 1981). Accordingly, animal studies 
exploring the effect of callosal disconnection with frontal lobe damage reveal significant 
mistakes in the selection paradigm during which monkeys must choose the correct target 
(Gaffan and Hornak 1997). Similarly split brain patients are less successful than controls 
are bilateral visual tasks (Luck et al. 1989) comparable to the Posner orienting task.  Direct 
electrical stimulation (Kemerdere et al. 2016)  abnormal connectivity (Garic et al. 2019) of 
the frontal aslant tract, or damage to its projections (Aron et al. 2003) have also been 
associated with deficits in the inhibitory control of behaviour. Finally anterior thalamic 
lesions in rats (Nelson et al. 2018) and anterior thalamic radiation damage in humans 
(Koini et al. 2017)  abolish inhibitory control. 
Hence the circuitry reported for the Pos_acc_disengage condition is concordant with 
the current literature in the orientation of attention in the inhibitory control.  
 
Since subbed reaction times are just a refinement of raw reaction time and results are 
mostly similar between the two conditions, we only report below the subbed condition. 
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However, raw reaction time results are available online 
(https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ ). 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 27: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to ‘subbed’ average reaction times in the Posner orienting task. ALg: insula’s 
anterior long gyrus, CC: Corpus callosum,  LS: long segment of the arcuate fasciculus; PS, 
posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus, M: Motor Cortex, SMg: supramarginal gyrus. 
Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
 
The profiles of disconnections  related to the ‘subbed’ average reaction time at the Posner 
orienting task clustered together in comparable areas in the Umap morphospace with 
medium to large effect size (see supplementary figure 27).  
These disconnections involved a circuit composed of the left motor cortex, the long 
segment and the posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus in the left hemisphere 
together with the corpus callosum connections to the right supra marginal gyrus.   
While motor disconnections might have an obvious link with the speed of reaction time,  
the language network represented by the two branches of the arcuate fasciculus reported 
here might play an important role in the symbol recognition necessary to read (Thiebaut 
de Schotten et al. 2014a; Huber et al. 2018) and interpret the arrow in the left hemisphere 
(Karolis et al. 2019). Communication to the right hemisphere via the corpus callosum 
would be necessary when attention is required to be oriented toward the left. 
 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary Figure 28: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to ‘subbed’ reaction times  for the (a) left valid, (b) right valid, (a) left invalid 
and (b) right invalid asterisks  in the The Posner orienting task. ALg: insula’s anterior long 
gyrus, CC: Corpus callosum, CPC: Cortico-Ponto-Cerebellar tract, LS: long segment of 
the arcuate fasciculus; PS, posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus, M: Motor Cortex, 
SMg: supramarginal gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The profiles of disconnections  related to the ‘subbed’ reaction time at the Posner 
orienting task clustered together in comparable areas in the Umap morphospace with 
medium to large effect size (see supplementary figure 28a and 28b) for all valid conditions. 
The same network was involved as for the ‘subbed’ average reaction time with the 
exception of the missing involvement of the corpus callosum when the valid target 
appears on the right as predicted above. In that case, when the target appears on the 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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right most of the processing (interpretation of the target and spatial orientation of the 
attention) can happen in the left hemisphere compatible with the absence of involvement 
of the corpus callosum. 
For the invalid condition, the reorienting of attention toward the left involved a large 
network of areas including the cerebellum via the cortico-potocerrbellar tract, the insula, 
the arcuate and the third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus in the right 
hemisphere.  For the reorientation of attention toward the left, the network was 
comparable to all valid conditions with the exception of the involvement of the right 
inferior frontal gyrus. 
The involvement of the right inferior frontal gyrus in the left and the right invalid 
conditions is compatible with the inhibitory requirement of the task, activation and 
deficit of inhibition have been reported respectively in controls functional MRI 
(Hampshire et al. 2010; Sebastian et al. 2013) and in patients behaviour after a lesion in 
the right inferior frontal gyrus (Scheffer et al. 2016). However, the involvement of the 
cerebellum in the reorienting of attention toward the left was atypical of any of the other 
conditions. While left hemineglect has been reported after a lesion of the cerebellum (Kim 
et al. 2008; Milano and Heilman 2014), whether cerebellar neglect is more specifically 
affecting the reorientation of attention toward the left and no other conditions of the 
Posner orienting task  awaits for future demonstration.  As mentioned previously, the 
insula is central (Eckert et al. 2009; Menon and Uddin 2010) to the ventral attention 
system that is activated mainly during the reorienting of attention (Corbetta and Shulman 
2002). 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 29: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to ‘subbed’ average reaction times for the (a) validity and (b) disengage 
conditions in the The Posner orienting task. ALg: insula’s anterior long gyrus, PSg: insula’s 
posterior short gyrus, CC: Corpus callosum, SLF III: third branch of the superior 
longitudinal fasciculus,  Unc: uncinate. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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The profiles of disconnections related to the ‘subbed’ reaction time at the Posner 
orienting task for the validity condition clustered together in comparable areas in the 
Umap morphospace with medium effect size (see supplementary figure 29a) revealing a 
large frontal network supported by the corpus callosum and the uncinate fasciculus.  
The validity contusion specifically assesses the voluntary orienting of attention with no 
preference for the side of appearance of the asterisks. The important role of the frontal 
lobe in the voluntary orientation of attention have previously been demonstrated in 
patients with brain lesions (Koski et al. 1998) and fits quite elegantly with the pattern of 
results observed here. The role of the uncinate fasciculus is somewhat less clear with 
eventual contribution to rule learning required for the optimal achievement of the task 
(Olson et al. 2015). 
In contrast the disconnections related to the disengage condition involved the typical 
ventral fronto-parietal network supported by the third branch of the superior 
longitudinal fasciculus in the right hemisphere (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Parlatini et 
al. 2017) and including the insula  (Eckert et al. 2009; Menon and Uddin 2010). 
 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 30: brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to asymmetries in the visual fields in terms of (a) accuracy, (b) reaction time 
in the The Posner orienting task. ALg: insula’s anterior long gyrus, ASg:  insula’s anterior 
short gyrus, PS: arcuate fasciculus’ posterior segment, SLF II: second branch of the 
superior longitudinal fasciculus, SLF III: third branch of the superior longitudinal 
fasciculus. Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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The profiles of disconnections related to the visual field asymmetries at the Posner 
orienting task clustered together in different areas of the Umap morphospace according 
to whether accuracy (see supplementary figure 30a)  or ‘subbed’ reaction time (see 
supplementary figure 30b) were measured. 
With regard to accuracy the single involvement of a blob located onto the second branch 
of left superior longitudinal fasciculus appeared to contribute significantly to the 
asymmetry in the number of asterisks reported in the left and the right visual field.  The 
patient did not report the asterisk when they did not see it. 
While the second branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus has been recently 
suggested to support conscious processing (Dehaene and Changeux 2011; Parlatini et al. 
2017; Mashour et al. 2020) the level to which this process would be preferentially 
lateralized in the left hemisphere waits for further validation.   
in contrast the speed to which target were detected was particularly asymmetrical after 
a disconnection of the typical ventral fronto-parietal network (Corbetta and Shulman 
2002) supported by the SLF III (Parlatini et al. 2017) and involving the insula (Eckert et al. 
2009; Menon and Uddin 2010). This result might have been driven by the extra time 
patients with a lesion in the SLF III might take to process targets requiring their 
reorientation toward the left. 
 
 
C.4 Visuospatial memory 
 
Brief visuospatial memory test revised 
The brief visuospatial memory test - revised {BVMT-r; \Benedict, 1996 #233} has been 

used as assessment for visuospatial domain of the 
memory ability. The test scores are divided in 
recall memory (immediate/delayed) and 
additional learning and memory scores (learning, 
percentage retained, discrimination index, 
response bias, false alarm). 
The test material is an 8x11-inch plate containing 
six geometrical figures presented in a 2x3 matrix 
(Supplementary Figure 31). The patients are 
required to observe the figures in three 
consecutive trials lasting 10s each. The 
immediate recall task occurs at the end of the 
first  

 
Supplementary Figure 31. Example of the BVMT stimuli. 
 
trial, when the patients must draw the figures as accurately and fast as they can. The 
figures are presented again in two following trials (learning trials), at the end of which the 
patients are encouraged to improve their performance. After a delay of 25m, the delayed 
recall task is administered, during which the patients are instructed to reproduce the 
figures matrix by memory. Finally, in the delayed recognition task, the patients are 

https://psycnet.apa.org/record/1996-00455-005
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presented with 12 drawings representing the six matrix figures (target) and six foil figures 
(nontarget). Patients are required to recognise the six matrix figures, responding “yes” 
when the target figures are presented and “no” when the non-target figures are shown.  
For each response in the immediate and delayed recall a 0-1 score is assigned for each 
drawing according to the drawing position. The type of drawing is also evaluated on a 0-
1 scoring scale for each drawing, for a total of 0-36 range score for the immediate recall 
and 0-18 range for the delayed recall. The immediate and delayed recall scores have been 
age-normed using the tables provided in the test manual, providing two additional scores, 
the immediate t and delayed t-scores. Furthermore, scores were calculated for the 
following variables: 1) Learning, how much the patient has learned by the later trials 
during the learning phase compared to the first trial (trial 1 - the better of trial 2 or 3); 
Percent Retained, is the percentage of how much an individual remembers from the later 
immediate recall trials following the 25-minute delay ((delayed recall score/the better 
score of trial 2 or 3)*100); 4) Recognition Hits, the total number of correctly identified 
drawings in the recognition phase (score range: 0-6); 5) Recognition False Alarms, total 
number of incorrectly identified drawings in the recognition phase (score range: 0-6); 6) 
Delayed Recognition discrimination index, calculated from proportion of correct 
recognitions, correct rejections, misses, and false alarms; 7) Recognition Response Bias, 
how likely the patient is to say “yes“ rather than “no” during the recognition phase (score 
range: 0-1). 
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Supplementary Figure 32. Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to four variables (immediate recall, age-normed immediate recall, immediate 
delay, age-normed immediate delay) of the Brief visuospatial memory test revised (BVTM-
R). (a) Immediate recall (bvmt-im), (b) Age-normed immediate recall (bvmt-imt), (c) 
Immediate delay (bvmt-delay), (d) Age-normed immediate delay (bvmt-delayt). AS: anterior 
segment of the arcuate fasciculus; CPC: cortico-ponto-cerebellar pathway; ITg: inferior 
temporal gyrus; LS: long segment of the arcuate fasciculus; MCP: middle cerebellar 
peduncles; MTg: middle temporal gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The low scores in immediate recall (raw and t-scores) and delayed recall (raw scores and 
t-scores) of the BVMT cluster in correspondence of fronts-parietal and parieto-temporal 
connections of the left hemisphere. The age-normed scores of the delayed recall are 
predicted also by the disconnection of the cortico-pontine-cerebellar tract. Memory 
recall has been associated with attentional and integration processes subserved by the 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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left fronto-parietal structures (Konishi et al. 2000; McDermott et al. 2000; Ciaramelli et 
al. 2008; Vilberg and Rugg 2008). It has been put forward the hypothesis that different 
parietal cortices contribute with diverse attentional processes to memory recall. Namely, 
the dorsal parietal and prefrontal cortices seem to carry out top-down attentional 
control in the active memory retrieval, while the ventral parietal region subserves the 
bottom-up attentional processing of spontaneous retrieval (Cabeza et al. 2008). 
Unfortunately, results of the contribution of the left parietal cortex to memory recall are 
not consistent (Papagno 2018; for a review). 
Nevertheless, visuospatial memory has been prevalently associated with right 
hemisphere structures (Papagno 2018) and previous studies reported the involvement of 
different brain structures during the performance of visuospatial memory immediate and 
delayed recall. For instance, the activation of the right prefrontal cortex has been 
associated with the performance in the two recall types of the BVTM (Melrose et al. 2020), 
and the studies on brain damage and neurodegenerative disorders confirmed the role of 
the medial temporal cortex in memory recall.  
However, immediate and delayed recall sub-tasks of the BVMT require object form and 
object position memory, which rely on visuospatial and mental visual-imagery processes 
as lesion study revealed (Goldenberg 1992; Moro et al. 2008). A recent meta-analysis 
(Spagna et al. 2021) put forward the hypothesis that left fronto-parietal and temporal 
structures participate in the visual mental imagery network by internally driving the 
attentional control. Thus, our results may reflect the patients’ deficit in other cognitive 
domains required by the BVTM. 
Adjusting the delayed recall scores for the age allowed the scores to cluster in 
correspondence of the cortico-pontine cerebellar tract within the cerebellum. The role 
of the cerebellum in visual-motor, implicit motor and stimuli-response learning is well 
established (Ferrari et al. 2018; Thompson and Kim 1996; Kitazawa et al. 1998), as well its 
participation in conscious memory retrieval (Andreasen et al. 1999; Addis et al. 2016; Dave 
et al. 2020). 
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Supplementary Figure 33: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to two variables (learning, and percent retained) of the Brief visuospatial 
memory test revised (BVTM-R). (a) Learning (bvmt-learn), (b) percent retained (bvmt-imt). 
CC: corpus callosum; Asg: anterior short gyrus of the insula; IC: internal capsule; IFOF: 
inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; Msg: middle short gyrus of the insula; TP: temporal 
pole. Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
The low score in the learning variable is predicted mainly by the disconnection of the 
corpus callosum. Studies on patients with the stenosis of the corpus callosum have 
revealed the importance of the interhemispheric connection in visual learning {Paul, 2016 
#252;Lassonde, 2003 #253}. Specifically, the corpus callosum is associated with 
visuomotor processing (Berlucchi et al. 1995; Eliassen et al. 2000) and our results confirm 
that the deficit of visual and motor information integration prevents the performance 
improvement trial by trial. 
The disconnection of fronto-occipital structures via the left Inferior Fronto-occipital 
Fasciculus predicts low scores of the percent retained scores. The anatomical studies 
that explored in depth the IFOF structure have identified different components of the 
tract (Martino et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2016; Rollans and Cummine 2018; Sarubbo et al. 2013). 
Interestingly, a study explored the contribution of the different components beyond their 
participation in language-domain processing (Sarubbo et al. 2013). While the anterior and 
posterior, deep components may be involved in emotion and semantic processing, the 
middle deep component seems to be dedicated to multi sensor-motor integration. Given 
that the percent retained score reflects the information retained from previous drawing 
trials, the disconnection of the IFOF may indicate that sensory-motor integration is the 
key to the improvement of the drawing performance after a delay. 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2003-06310-015
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Supplementary Figure 34: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to four variables (recognition hits, recognition false alarms, delayed 
recognition discrimination index, recognition response bias) of the Brief visuospatial 
memory test revised (BVTM-R). (a) Recognition hits (bvmt-hit), (b) recognition false alarms 
(bvmt-fa), (c) delayed recognition discrimination index (bvmt-discrim), (d) recognition 
response bias (bvmt-bias). ALg: anterior long gyrus of the insula; Ag: angular gyrus; CPC: 
cortico-ponto-cerebellar pathway; EC: external capsule; ICP: inferior cerebellar 
peduncles; IFg: inferior frontal gyrus; Ins: insula; IFOF: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; 
LS: long segment of the arcuate fasciculus; MCP: middle cerebellar peduncles; POFg: 
posterior orbitofrontal gyrus; SLFII: second branch of the superior longitudinal 
fasciculus; SLFIII: third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; Str: striatum; Th: 
thalamus. Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
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A poor performance in the recognition hits score is credited by the disconnection of the 
angular gyrus and the middle frontal gyrus via the middle, via the second branch of the 
superior longitudinal fasciculus II, and the fronts-occipital disconnection via the IFOF. 
The low scores of the false alarm and the delayed recognition discrimination test cluster 
in correspondence of the disconnection of the supra marginal gyrus and the inferior 
frontal gyrus, the insula, and the posterior orbitofrontal cortex. The insula and the fronts-
parietal network are part of the salience network, which is engaged during the top-down 
driving of attention toward relevant stimuli (Corbetta et al. 2008) and their activation has 
been associated with recognition performance (Clemens et al. 2015; Uncapher and Rugg 
2009; Festini and Katz 2021). The prefrontal cortex participates in the identification of 
cues during recognition and exploits the cues to reactivate stored information, then it 
supports the monitoring, disambiguation and verification of the retrieved information 
(Simons and Spiers 2003). Further, frontal cortex damage prevents to exert executive 
control of the recognition process leading to false familiarity attributions (Rapcsak and 
Edmonds 2011), and the damage of the fronto-striatal pathway with the subsequent deficit 
in executive control is believed to contribute to memory impairment in Parkinson’s 
disease patients (Gratwicke et al. 2015; for a review). Our results confirm that the integrity 
of attentional and executive control mechanisms supported by the insular, frontoparietal 
and striatal connections is crucial to accurately recognise the correct drawings of the 
BVTM. 
The contribution of the fronto-occipital disconnection in the recognition hit scores may 
suggest that the hits are specifically associated to the visuomotor integration that is 
needed for the drawing performance improvement described in the percent retained 
scores section. 
 
The low scores of the recognition Bias correspond to less likelihood that a patient 
responds “yes” during the recognition phase and are predicted by the disconnections of 
the cerebellum. It has been proposed that the tendency to less likely identify an item as 
already presented rather than “new” indicates the need for more cues to use in the 
memory recognition process (Kantner and Lindsay 2012). Previous studies have identified 
the contribution to recognition bias of top-down decision making processes driven by 
the prefrontal cortex (Windmann et al. 2002; Hill and Windmann 2014). The participation 
of the cerebellum in decision making under uncertainty has been reported as well 
(Blackwood et al. 2004; Kim et al. 1994). Blackwood and colleagues (2004) proposed that 
the cerebellum is involved in the building of internal models of external events, given its 
activation during uncertain tasks demands. These models may support the ability to infer 
predictions of the uncertainty. One may speculate that the recognition bias score of the 
BVTM mostly rely on the ability of making predictions during the categorisation of the 
stimuli as old and new. 
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C.5 Verbal memory 
The Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT, Brandt 1991) serves as a measure of verbal 
learning and memory. The HVLT is composed of 12 items, organised into three semantic 
categories, and presented over three consecutive learning trials. The examiner reads the 
list aloud at the rate of 1 word every 2 seconds, and the patient is asked to memorise the 
list. The measure of interest is the patient’s free recall. This procedure is repeated two 
more times. After the learning period, 24 words are read aloud to the patient who needs 
to verbally indicate if the word was also in the previous 12-item list (12 targets) or not (12 
distractors). Whereby the latter are balanced between related distractors, meaning from 
the same semantic clusters as the target words, or unrelated. The HVLT has three main 
advantages: a short administration time (~10min), 6 parallel versions allowing for repeated 
measures for patients who are assessed at frequent intervals, and no ceiling effect on 
recall in healthy controls. However, while the HVLT appears to adequately assess basic 
verbal learning capacity, its utility in assessing some of the more complex and qualitative 
aspects of verbal learning and memory function may be limited (Lacritz and Cullum 1998).  
We extracted the following scores from the HVLT: the absolute total immediate recall 
(hvlt_im) with a maximum score of 36 (all 12 words are recalled perfectly across the three 
trials), learning (hvlt_learn), percentage retained (hvlt_perc), hits (hclt_hit), false-
positives related (hvlt_fa1), false-positives unrelated (hvlt_fa2), total false positives 
(hvlt_fa3), the recognition discremination index (hvlt_discrim), total immediate recall t-
scores (hvlt_imt), delayed recall as t-scores (hvlt_delayt), and teh t-score converted 
discrimination index (hvlt_discrimt). The total immediate recall (hvlt_im) did not survive 
the first thresholding of R>0.2 and is therefore not included in the further analysis. It is 
of note though, that immediate recall is a commonly used measure of the test in 
neuropsychological studies.  
 
 
Form 1: Four-legged animals, precious stones, human dwellings 
  
Form 1, Part A: Free Recall: 
 

  Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 

EMERALD       

HORSE       

TENT       

SAPPHIRE       

HOTEL       
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CAVE       

OPAL       

TIGER       

PEARL       

COW       

HUT       

LION       

Number correct recall:     

  
Form 1, Part B: Recognition 
  

Horse Ruby* Cave Balloon Coffee Lion 

House* Opal Tiger Boat Scarf Pearl 

Hut Emerald Sapphire Dog* Apartment* Penny 

Tent Mountain Cat* Hotel Cow Diamond* 

  
NOTE: An asterix (*) indicates semantically related distractors, while underlined words are 
the target items from the training list. 
  
Form 1, Scoring: 
  
Number of true positives (max value is 12): _______ 
  
Number of false-positive errors (max value is 12): 

Related distractors (max 6):____ Unrelated (max6): ____   
  
Discrimination Index: (Number true-positives) – (Number false-positives) = _______ 
  
NOTE from the authors: While Form 1 was exemplified in detail for the parallel forms, only 
the items of the parallel forms are listed below. 
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Form 2 word list (semantic categories: kitchen utensils, alcoholic beverages, weapons): 
Free Recall: Fork, Rum, Pan, Pistol, Sword, Spatula, Bourbon, Vodka, Pot, Cow, Hut, Wine 
Recognition: 

spoon* pistol doll whiskey* fork pot 

harmonica can opener* sword pencil Gun* vodka 

knife* rum trout bomb pan gold 

wine lemon spatula Bourbon beer * rifle    

   
Form 3 word list (semantic categories: musical instruments, fuels, food flavourings): 
Free Recall: sugar, trumpet, violin, coal, garlic, kerosine, vanilla, wood, clarinet, flute, 
cinnamon, gasoline 
Recognition: 

Pepper* Garlic Wood Drum* Oil* Sugar 

Harmonica Salt* Priest Chair Coal Clarinet 

Trumpet Basement Cinnamon Flute Electricity* Moon 

Kerosine Vanilla Gasoline Sand Piano* Violin 

  
Form 4 word list (semantic categories: birds, clothing, carpenter’s tools): 
Free Recall: canary, shoes, eagle, blouse, nails, crow, bluebird, screwdriver, pants, chisel, 
skirt, wrench 
Recognition: 

Bluebird Shirt* Chisel Eagle Chocolate Robin* 

Chapel Screwdriver Crow Sparrow* Wrench Pants 

Nails Socks* Child Shoes Hair Hammer* 

Canary Apple Skirt Saw* Silver Blouse 

  
Form 5 word list (semantic categories: occupations/professions, sports, vegetables): 
Free Recall: teacher, basketball, lettuce, dentist, tennis, bean, engineer, potato, professor, 
golf, corn, soccer 
Recognition: 

Tennis Football* Professor Spinach* Lawyer* Submarine 
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Golf Dentist Lettuce Spider Water Bean 

Basketball Doctor* Corn Baseball* Teacher Snake 

Carrot* Engineer Glove Soccer Potato tulip 

  
Form 6 word list (semantic categories: fish, parts of a building, weather): 
Free Recall: shark, wall, herring, rain, floor, hail, catfish, roof, salmon, storm, ceiling, snow 
Recognition: 

Hail Bass* Snow Bank Floor Mustard 

Window* Ceiling Canyon Rain Ladder Storm 

Herring Salmon Tornado* Trout* Melon Roof 

Shark Hurricane* Elbow Catfish Wall Door* 

  

 
Supplementary Figure 35: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the The Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT)  correct responses. (a) 
learning (hvlt_learn), (b) percent retained (hvlt_perc), and (c) recognition hits (hvlt_hit). 
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Ag: angular gyrus; STg: superior temporal gyrus; MTg: middle temporal gyrus; SMg: 
supramarginal gyrus; alg: anterior long insular gyrus; ec/ecx: external/extreme capsule; 
cereb: cerebellum; CINg: cingulate gyrus; Ling: lingual gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Functional topography and clinical case studies have previously linked the cerebellum to 
verbal working memory (Marvel and Desmond 2010; Akshoomoff et al. 1992; for a review 
see Murdoch 2010). In a more recent consensus paper the emerging field of cerebellar 
neurocognition has been discussed in light of language processing (Mariën et al. 2014). 
The lingual gyrus is classically associated with reading (e.g. Paulesu et al. 1993) which 
might indicate a learning strategy whereby the heard words might have been visualised 
for encoding. Numerous investigations in healthy participants and patient cohorts have 
demonstrated the importance of the inferior parietal lobe (angular and supramarginal 
gyri) for verbal working memory by highlighting individual processes such as the 
phonological loop, sensorimotor integration of speech, representation of phonetic 
sequences, attentional capture of verbal information, and phonological retrieval (Binder 
2015; Herman et al. 2013; López-Barroso et al. 2013; Ravizza et al. 2011; Wise et al. 2001). 
A decline in learning and memory has been described for patients with insular tumours 
(Wu et al. 2011). 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/psychology/verbal-working-memory
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/sensorimotor-integration
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Supplementary Figure 36: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the The Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT)  false-positive responses. (a) 
false-positives related (hvlt_fa1), (b) false-positives unrelated (hvlt_fa2), (c) total false 
positives  (hvlt_fa3), and (d) the recognition discremination index (hvlt_discrim). Cu: 
cuneus; Ling: lingual gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
 
According to the composite morphospace results, profiles of disconnections predicting 
individual false-positive responses and item discremnination were localized in the 
bilateral lingual gyri and the left cuneus. The lingual gyrus has been implicated in the 
identification and recognition of words (Mechelli et al. 2000). It has also been linked to 
visual imagery, which might be an encoding and retrieval strategy during the 
discremation tasks (Leshikar et al. 2012).  
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary Figure 37: Brain disconnections and Umap risk territories contributing 
significantly to the The Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT)  responses after t-score 
conversion. (a) delayed recall (hvlt_delayt), (b) discrimination index (hvlt_discrimt), and 
(c) total immediate recall (hvlt_imt). ANg: angular gyrus; SPL: superior parietal lobe; Mog: 
middle occipital gyrus; Cu: cuneus; Ling: lingual gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
 
Anatomically, the parietal lobe is at the crossroad between the frontal, occipital, and 
temporal lobes and highly connected to each lobe. This connectivity pattern results in 
the parietal lobe being a central hub for multimodal sensory integration. Functional 
studies have indicated its role in higher cognitive functions that are characteristic of the 
human species, including semantic and pragmatic aspects of language, episodic retrieval, 
memory integration, and sustained attention (Catani et al. 2017; Sestieri et al. 2017; Coslett 
and Schwartz 2018; Husain and Nachev 2007; Singh-Curry and Husain 2009; Seghier 
2012). Semantic activations were primarily described for the left hemisphere inferior 
parietal lobe but have been consistently shown for the right angular gyrus as well (Binder 
et al. 2009). Given the high semantic load of these word lists, a disconnection of the 
superior parietal lobe can lead to deficits in the immediate (hvlt_imt) and delayed 
(hvlt_delayt) recall.  
 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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C.6 Pain 
Pain is one of the long-term compliance that can manifest after a stroke event. Pain 
incidence can vary across the stroke survivor population. Lundström et al. (2009) 
estimated a stroke-related pain incidence of 21% at 1-year after the stroke event (N=140 
stroke patients). Langhorne et al. (2000) rated a pain incidence of 34%, and more 
specifically a shoulder pain of 9 %, in patients up to 30 months after stroke (N=311 stroke 
patients).   
Moreover, pain perception significantly increases in the MRI scanner environment, 
probably due to higher awareness and alertness, as shown by Ellerbrock et al (2015) in a 
healthy population.  
In our study, pain sensation after the MRI scanning was recorded. A scale ranging 
between 0-100 was used, and patients had to answer the following  question: “During the 
scan, how much of the time did you... Feel pain or discomfort?”. A multiple choice of answers 
was presented:  
 

● all of the time (100%); 
● most of the time (80%); 
● a good bit of the time (60%); 
● some of the time (40%); 
● a little of the time (20%); 
● none of the time (0%). 

 

Supplementary figure 38. ALg=Anterior Long insular gyrus; IPL=Inferior parietal lobe; Ag: 
Angular gyrus; PoCg=PostCentral gyrus; PrCg=PreCentral gyrus; CBT: Cortico Bulbar 
Tract; ATR=Anterior Thalamic Radiation. * indicate a small effect size (f¨¨¨¨2<0.5). Maps 
are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
According to the composite morphospace results, profiles of disconnections predicting 
individual pain perception were localized mainly in the right white matter; including 
pathways reaching the parietal lobe, posterior insula, post--central gyrus and the lower 
division of the precentral gyrus. In the left hemisphere, correlations occurred along with 
the anterior thalamic radiation.  
As reviewed by I. Tracey and  P.W. Mantyh (2007), brain perception is modulated between 
the peripheral nervous system and cerebral pain processing. In particular, the 
nociceptive information ascends to the thalamus in the contralateral spinothalamic tract, 
medulla, and brainstem. The descending pain modulatory system also includes 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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projections to the amygdala, hypothalamus, insula, and anterior cingulate cortex. Spinal 
projections to the brainstem are also extremely important (Tracey and Mantyh 2007).  
Our findings are in agreement with the described nociceptive system, highlighting 
pyramidal connections with the lower portion of the precentral gyrus (cortico bulbar 
tract fibers), and the postcentral gyrus connected by the spinothalamic tract mainly 
involved in the somatosensory responses to pain (Basbaum et al. 2009).  
In the disconnectome results the right posterior insula and left anterior thalamic 
radiation were also highlighted. 
Our pain related results rechead a low effect size (f2<0.5), probably reflecting the brief 
pain examination conducted. However, the found pain correlates present encouraging 
results. 
 
C.7 Sickness 
The Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) scale is a commonly used scale to assess the quality of 
life (de Haan et al. 1993). The SIP scale is composed of 136 items divided into 12 subscales, 
exploring three main aspects: physical, social, and emotional functioning. Van Staten et 
al. (1997) proposed a shorter and stroke-adapted version of the SIP (SA-SIP) including 30 
items subdivided into 8 subscales exploring both physical and psychosocial sickness 
dimensions. Using the SA-SIP it was possible to explain the 91% of the SIP evaluation 
variance in stroke patients  (N=319, 6-months after stroke onset). This result was 
replicated in an independent cohort explaining 89% of the sickness profile variance (van 
Straten et al. 1997). The SA-SIP scale has been also translated in different languages than 
English (e.g. French, Spanish) for a wider use.  
 
Sip_body 
 
The sip_body constitutes the total score for the sickness of body care and movement.  
It has been evaluated with a yes/no answer to the following five questions: 
 

● I make difficult moves with help, for example getting into or out of cars, bathtubs 
(sip_body1); 

● I move my hands or fingers with some limitation or difficulty (sip_body2); 
● I get in and out of bed or chairs by grasping something for support or using a cane 

or walker (sip_body3); 
● I have trouble getting shoes, socks, or stockings on (sip_body4); 
● I get dressed only with someone’s help (sip_body5). 

 

The total sickness of body care and movement score ranges from 0 to 100, and it is 
calculated as:   

sip_body = (sip_body1*84+ sip_body2*64 + sip_body3*82 + sip_body4*57 + 
sip_body5*88)/3.75 
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Supplementary figure 39. IPL=Inferior parietal lobe; Ag: Angular gyrus; pSTg=posterior 
Superior Temporal gyrus; aSTg=anterior Superior Temporal gyrus; PoCg=PostCentral 
gyrus; aINS=anterior Insula; PrCg=PreCentral gyrus; MTg=Middle Temporal gyrus; 
ITg=Inferior Temporal gyrus; H=Hippocampus; Put=Putamen; Pal=Pallidum; IFg=Inferior 
Frontal gyrus; FP=Frontal Pole. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_mob 
 
The sip_mob constitutes the total score for mobility sickness. It has been evaluated with 
a yes/no answer to the following three questions: 
 

● I stay home most of the time (sip_mob1); 
● I am not going into town (sip_mob2); 
● I do not get around in the dark or in unlit places without someone’s help 

(sip_mob3). 
 
The total score for the mobility sickness ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calculated as:   

sip_mob = (sip_mob1*66 + sip_mob2*48 + mob3*72)/1.86 

 

Supplementary figure 40. IPs=IntraParietal sulcus; ALg=Anterior Long insular gyrus; 
PSg=Posterior Short insular gyrus; UF=Uncinate Fasciculus; OFC=Orbito-Frontal Cortex; 
MTg=Middle Temporal Gyrus; ITg=Inferior Temporal Gyrus; STg=Superior Temporal 
Gyrus; IFg=Inferior Frontal gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_house  

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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The sip_house constitutes the total score for the household management sickness. It has 
been evaluated with a yes/no answer to the following four questions: 
 

● I am not doing any of the maintenance or repair work that I would usually do in 
my home or yard (sip_house1); 

● I am not doing any of the shopping that I would usually do (sip_house2); 
● I am not doing any of the house cleaning that I would usually do (sip_house3); 
● I am not doing any of the clothes washing that I would usually do (sip_house4). 

 
The total score for the household management sickness ranges from 0 to 100, and it is 
calculated as:   

sip_house = (sip_house1*62 + sip_house2*71 + sip_house3*77 + sip_house4*77)/2.87 

 
Supplementary figure 41. IPs=Intra-Parietal sulcus; ALg=Anterior Long insular gyrus; 
MSg=Posterior Short insular gyrus; ASg=Anterior Short insular gyrus; OFC=Orbito-
Frontal Cortex; STg=Superior Temporal Gyrus; SMG=Supramarginal gyrus; IFg=Inferior 
Frontal Gyrus; STg=Superior Temporal Gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_amb 
 
The sip_amb constitutes the total score for ambulation sickness evaluated with a yes/no 
answer to the following three questions: 
 

● I do not walk up or down hills (sip_amb1); 
● I get around only by using a walker, crutches, cane, walls, or furniture (sip_amb2);  
● I walk more slowly (sip_amb3). 

The total sickness of ambulation score ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calcualted as:   

sip_amb = (sip_amb1*56 + sip_amb2*79 + sip_amb3*35)/1.7 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary figure 42. IPs=Intra-Parietal sulcus; ALg=Anterior Long insular gyrus; 
PSg=Posterior Short insular gyrus; UF=Uncinate Fasciculus; OFC=Orbito-Frontal Cortex; 
MTg=Middle Temporal Gyrus; H=Hippocampus; IFg=Inferior Frontal gyrus. Maps are 
freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_physical 
 
The sip_physical is a subtotal scale evaluating the physical sickness dimension. The 
sip_physical score combines together the sickness scores obtained for body care and 
movement (sip_body), mobility (sip_mob),  household management (sip_house), and 
ambulation (sip_amb).  

The physical sickness score ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calculated as:   

sip_physical= (sip_body1*84 + sip_body2*64 + sip_body3*82 + sip_body4*57 + 
sip_body5*88 + sip_mob1*66 + sip_mob2*48 +sip_mob3*72 + sip_house1*62 + 
sip_house2*71 + sip_house3*77 + sip_house4*77 +sip_amb1*56 + sip_amb2*79 + 
sip_amb3*35)/10.18 
 

 
Supplementary figure 43. IPs=Intra-Parietal sulcus; aSTg=anterior Superior Temporal 
gyrus; Tg=Transverse insular gyrus; MTg=Middle Temporal gyrus; PrCg=PreCentral 
gyrus; STg=Superior Temporal gyrus; Put=Putamen; IFg=Inferior Frontal gyrus. Maps are 
freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_social 
 
The sip_socail constitutes the total score for the social interaction sickness. It has been 
evaluated with a yes/no answer to the following five questions: 
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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● I show less interest in other people’s problems, for example, don’t listen when they 
tell me about their problems, don’t offer to help (sip_social1); 

● I often act irritable to those around me, for example, snap at people, give sharp 
answers, criticize easily (sip_social2);  

● I show less affection (sip_social3); 
● I am doing fewer social activities with groups of people (sip_social4); 
● I talk less to those around me (sip_social5). 

The total score of social interaction sickness ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calculated as:   

sip_social = (sip_social1*67 + sip_social2*84 + sip_social3*52 + sip_social4*36 + 
sip_social5*56)/2.95 

 

Supplementary figure 44. TPJ=Temporal Parietal Junction; PT=Planum temporale; 
MFg=Middle Frontal gyrus; FO=Frontal Operculum; SFg=Superior Frontal gyrus; 
STg=Superior Temporal gyrus. * indicate a small effect size (f¨¨¨¨2<0.5). Maps are freely 
available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_com 
The sip_com constitutes the total score for the sickness of communication. It has been 
evaluated with a yes/no answer to the following three questions: 
 

● I carry on a conversation only when very close to the other person or looking at 
him (sip_com1); 

● I have difficulty speaking, for example, get stuck, stutter, stammer, slur my words 
(sip_com2); 

● I do not speak clearly when I am under stress (sip_com3). 

The total communication sickness score ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calculated as:   

sip_com = (sip_com1*67 + sip_com2*76 + sip_com3*64)/2.07 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary figure 45. IPs=Intra-Parietal sulcus; ALg=Anterior Long insular gyrus; 
MSg=Middle Short insular gyrus; UF=Uncinate Fasciculus; OFC=Orbito Frontal Cortex; 
pTri=pars Triangularis; CdN=Caudate Nucleus; STg=Superior Temporal gyrus; 
Put=Putamen; IFg=Inferior Frontal gyrus. Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_emo 
The sip_emo constitutes the total score for the sickness of emotional behavior. It is 
evaluated with a yes/no answer to the following four questions: 
 

● I say how bad or useless I am, for example, that I am a burden on others 
(sip_emo1); 

● I laugh or cry suddenly (sip_emo2); 
● I act irritable and impatient with myself, for example, talk badly about myself, 

swear at myself, blame myself for things that happen (sip_emo3); 
● I get sudden frights (sip_emo4). 

 

The total sickness of emotional behavior score ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calculated 
as:   

sip_emo = (sip_emo1*87 + sip_emo2*68 + sip_emo3*78 + sip_emo4*74)/3.07 

 

Supplementary figure 46. IPs=Intra-Parietal sulcus; ALg=Anterior Long insular gyrus; 
ASg=Anterior Short insular gyrus; OFC=Orbito Frontal Cortex; MTg=Middle Temporal 
gyrus; H=Hippocampus; PrCg=Precentral Central gyrus; CdN=Caudate Nucleus; 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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STg=Superior Temporal gyrus; Pal=Pallidum; Put=Putamen; IFg=Inferior Frontal gyrus. 
Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
Sip_alert 
The sip_alert constitutes the total score for alertness behavior evaluated with a yes/no 
answer to the following three questions: 

● I am confused and start several actions at a time (sip_alert1); 
● I make more mistakes than usual (sip_alert2); 
● I have difficulty doing activities involving concentration and thinking (sip_alert3). 

The total sickness of alertness behaviors ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calcualted as:    

sip_alert = (sip_alert1*90 + sip_alert2*64 + sip_alert3*80)/2.34 

 

Supplementary Figure 47. FS: Fusiform gyrus, V3-4: Visual cortex 3 and 4, MGN=Middle 
Geniculate Nucleus. * indicate a small effect size (f¨¨¨¨2<0.5). Maps are freely available at 
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 

Sip_psychosoc 
 
The sip_psychosoc is a subtotal scale evaluating the psychosocial sickness dimension. 
The sip_psychosoc score combines together the different sickness scores obtained for 
social (sip_social), communication (sip_com), emotional behavior (sip_emo), and 
alertness behavior (sip_alert).  

The psychosocial sickness score ranges from 0 to 100, and it is calculated as:    

sip_psychosoc = (sip_soc1*67+ sip_soc2*84+ sip_soc3*52+ sip_soc4*36+ sip_soc5*56+ 
sip_com1*67+ sip_com2*76+ sip_com3*64+ sip_emo1*87+ sip_emo2*68+ 
sip_emo3*78+ sip_emo4*74+ sip_alert1*90+ sip_alert2*64+ sip_alert3*80) /10.43.  
 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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Supplementary figure 48. IPs=Intra-Parietal sulcus; pIns=posterior Insula; aIns=anterior 
Insula; UF=Uncinate Fasciculus; OPC=Operculum Cortex;  OFC=Orbito Frontal Cortex; 
PrCg=PreCentral gyrus; MTg=Middle Temporal gyrus; ITg=Inferior Temporal gyrus; 
H=Hippocampus; STg=Superior Temporal gyrus; Put=Putamen; IFg=Inferior Frontal 
gyrus.  Maps are freely available at https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/ . 
 
 
The disconnectome analyses highlighted the basal ganglia (e.g., putamen, pallidum and 
caudate body) on the right hemisphere as predictors for most of the sickness scores. In 
agreement, Van de Port et al. (2004), administering the SA-SIP scale (N=122 stroke 
patients), found lower scores in total and psychosocial dimensions in subarachnoid 
haemorrhage and subcortical infarction compared to cortical strokes. The 
disconnectome analyses did not highlight any infratentorial, internal capsule or thalamic 
areas. In the paper by Van Straten et al. (1997), in which the SA-SIP scale was originally 
defined, no differences were found distinguishing infratentorial and supratentorial 
strokes, whereas lacunar infarctions presented a better overall sickness response 
compared to cortical and subcortical strokes. 
Moreover, in our disconnectome results, the insular gyri presented high-effect size 
correlations in all the evaluated sickness scores with exception for the social and 
alertness behaviors. These two sickness scores were the only ones presenting low effect 
size (<0.5). The insular correlations were strongly lateralized on the right hemisphere. 
Interestingly, in the study of Harte et al. (2016), investigating patients with a chronic pain 
condition, fibromyalgia, insular activations in response to visual stimulation were able to 
discriminate between patients versus healthy participants. In particular, activation in the 
right anterior insula. Thus, this indicates that a dysregulation of multisensory integration 
within the right insula can lead to pain conditions, and probably to a higher sickness 
response.  
In the disconnectome results, the right prefrontal cortex was highly correlated with 
sickness in all the evaluated scores. In the study by Fogel et al. (2011), investigating chronic 
pain in temporomandibular patients, a decoupling between the prefrontal cortex and the 
cingulate cortex was measured during cognitive and emotional tasks. 
These findings suggest that an unsynchronization between attention and cognition 
processings can lead to slow behavioral responses, evaluated in several sickness scores 
(e.g., sip_psychosoc).  
Additionally, the uncinate fasciculus, connecting the orbital prefrontal cortex, is strongly 
involved in social-emotional processing, presenting abnormalities mainly in the right 

https://neurovault.org/collections/11260/
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hemisphere in psychopathy and antisocial personality disorders (Von Der Heide et al. 
2013).  
The disconnectome results also detect right parietal, temporal and hippocampal regions, 
and left temporal regions as predictors correlated with sickness. In the study by Shigihara 
et al. (2013), using magnetoencephalography and mental fatigue conditions, decreased 
alpha power was measured in the right angular gyrus and increased levels in the left 
middle and superior temporal gyri, after a 30 minute fatigue inducing 0-back test 
sessions; whereas after a 2-back session, decreased alpha power was measured in right 
middle and superior frontal gyrus, and widespread increased levels including the right 
parahippocampal gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus and left middle temporal gyrus. These 
regions were also highlighted from the disconnectome results, and these results indicate 
that different types of mental fatigue can produce alterations in different brain regions, 
and with different levels of activity oscillations.  
As a limitation, the SA-SIP scale has to be administered with caution to patients presented 
with a severe stroke, and in case of severe speech and language disorders. In those cases, 
a proxy respondent, primarily the partner, will answer the questions (van Straten et al. 
2000). Thus, the left hemisphere, mainly damaged in case of language impairment, can 
be underestimated as neuronal correlates of sickness using the SA-SIP scale.  
 
D.  White matter atlas of neuropsychological scores  
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Supplementary Figure 49.  z=50 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 50.  z=40 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 51.  z=30 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 52.  z=20 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 53.  z=10 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 54.  z=0 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 55.  z=-10 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
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Supplementary Figure 56.  z=-20 mm (Neurological convention, MNI coordinates). 
 
 

E. Web application user guide 
 

Before running the online DSD web-application you need to: 
1. segment your stroke patient lesion. For this purpose many software can be used, 

e.g. MRIcron, FSLeyes, mrview, ITKsnap. Lesions can be segmented using T1-
weighted MRI contrast or a lesion multi contrast inspection with T2-weighted and 
FLAIR MRIs.  

2. Download and install the BCBlab toolkit following the instructions at 
http://bcblab.com/BCB/Softwares.html. Run the “Normalisation” command 
first, and then the “Disconnectome maps”.  

 
Subsequently, go to the web-application site http://disconnectomestudio.bcblab.com. 
Press “select file” and choose the single subject disconnectome, obtained from the BCBlab 
toolkit computation.  Press “upload”, and after about one minute the neuropsychological 
score table shown in the web page will reload to show the calculated 1-year expected 
scores. Press the “download” button, and an excel file containing the neuropsychological 
score table will be downloaded to save. .  

http://bcblab.com/BCB/Softwares.html
http://disconnectomestudio.bcblab.com/
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No files or tables are saved in the web-server. All the computations are run in a temporary 
directory that is deleted when the output neuropsychological table is ready to be 
downloaded. Thus, if you want to re-run the analysis, you will have to upload the patient 
disconnectome file again for a new computation.  
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